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Abstract 

Trypanosoma brucei is an early divergent parasitic protozoan that causes sleeping sickness 

in humans and Nagana in cattle in sub-Saharan Africa. The disease is almost always fatal 

when untreated. While treatments exist, they are expensive, hard to administer and an 

emerging resistance has been documented. Therefore, development of new drugs is highly 

desirable. One avenue of drug discovery is to target essential processes that contain 

parasite-specific components with rational drug design techniques. In depth understanding 

of these processes is vital for precise targeting of the inhibitors. T. brucei differs from other 

eukaryotes in the manner by which it controls gene expression. The genes are transcribed 

in large, functionally unrelated, polycistronic units which are then processed into individual 

mRNAs by trans-splicing coupled with polyadenylation. Thus, the vast majority ofprotein 

expression control occurs post-transcriptionally, mostly through the function of mRNA 

binding proteins that alter mRNA stability or translation rates. RNA binding protein 

function is then modified by post-translational modifications. Arginine methylation, a 

modification catalyzed by protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs ), was shown to 

primarily target RNA binding proteins in humans as well as in T. brucei. This prompted us 

to more closely investigate the role of PRMTs in T. brucei biology. 

In this thesis, I examine the structure and function of TbPRMTI , a major T. brucei PRMT. 

From our previous work we knew that TbPRMTI is responsible for the majority of 

asymmetric dimethylarginine formation in vivo; however, the enzyme did not have robust 

activity in vitro. The data presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis show that TbPRMTI is an 

obligate PRMT heterotetramer formed by a catalytic subunit we call enzyme 

(TbPRMTI ENZ or ENZ) and an allosteric activator called prozyme (TbPRMTI PRO or PRO). 
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The majority of PRMTs function as homodimers, and no PRMT to date has been shown to 

form obligate heteromer with another PRMT. Therefore, TbPRMTI structure is completely 

novel. 

Chapter 3 ofthis thesis focuses on the in vivo role ofTbPRMTI. Studies in an animal model 

show that TbPRMTI contributes to T. brucei virulence through an unknown mechanism. I 

determined protein steady state levels in cells lacking TbPRMTI and observed changes in 

energy metabolism, namely a decrease in glycolytic enzyme abundance and an increase in 

the levels of components of the pro line degradation pathway. These changes resemble the 

metabolic remodeling T. brucei undergoes through its life cycle progression. Potential 

TbPRMTI substrates were identified among proteins that change mRNA association in 

TbPRMTI depleted cells and among TbPRMTI interacting proteins. Many proteins 

involved in T. brucei starvation stress response were found interacting with TbPRMTI , 

which prompted us to examine the ability of TbPRMTI ENZ RNAi cell line to respond to 

stress. My results show that lack of TbPRMTl strongly hinders the ability of T. brucei to 

form cytoplasmic mRNA granules in starvation conditions. Finally, I show that TbPRMTI 

has an ability to bind nucleic acids in vitro and in vivo , a feature completely novel to PRMT 

enzymes. And which may factor into its ability to modulate RNA biology. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
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Trypanosoma brucei is a single cell eukaryotic parasite belonging to the class 

Kinetoplastea which is an equivalent to the formerly used order Kinetoplastida (1). The 

class contains both free living and parasitic flagellated protozoans whose unifying trait is 

a complex and massive mitochondrial genome called the kinetoplast. Three distinct 

kinetoplastids cause human disease: Trypanosoma brucei spp. (human African 

trypanosomiasis, HAT), Trypanosoma cruzi (Chagas ' disease) and Leishmania spp. 

(leishmaniasis). Half a billion people are estimated to be at risk of contracting the 

aforementioned diseases and around twenty million people are thought to be currently 

carrying the parasites that cause them. Together, these parasites are responsible for nearly 

100 000 deaths each year (2 , 3). Furthermore, in addition to the suffering and loss ofhuman 

life, kinetoplastid parasites cause a significant economic loss in affected regions. For 

example, the latest study focused on Indian region shows that animal trypanosomiasis 

caused by Trypanosoma evansi led to estimated loss between 360 million to 1.3 billion 

USD ( 4). The economic toll of animal trypanosomiasis in Africa is currently estimated at 

1-1.2 billion USD ( 5). In the past twenty years we have seen a great progress in decreasing 

the prevalence of HAT through careful surveillance and vector control ( 6), however, the 

fight is far from over. We are lacking reliable drugs without serious side effects and we see 

an emerging resistance to the drugs that are currently available (7-9). Gaining better 

understanding of the basic biology of these parasites is the first step on the road to effective 

drug design. Trypanosoma brucei is the most genetically tractable organism out of the 

group which makes it an attractive model to study. 
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1.1 Human African trypanosomiasis: Disease and treatment 

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT), also known as "sleeping sickness", is a vector

borne disease that is transmitted via a bite of the tse-tse fly (Glossina sp.). The disease can 

be caused by two distinct T. brucei sub-species: T. b. gambiense and T. b. rhodensiense. 

The two species differ in their geographical distribution (Fig. 1.1, (10)) as well as in the 

speed ofprogression of the disease they cause. T. b. gambiense accounts for 97% ofcurrent 

cases, is found in Western and Central Africa and causes a disease that progresses slowly 

over the course of months or even years without major symptoms (11 ). T. b. rhodensiense 

is found in Eastern and Southern Africa and is responsible for the acute form of sleeping 

sickness which typically manifests within a few weeks post-infection. In both cases the 

disease progresses in two stages (11). 

In the haemo-lymphatic stage the parasites proliferate in subcutaneous tissues, blood and 

lymph causing bouts of fever, headaches and joint pains. The periodical feverish episodes 

are correlated to the increase and decrease in parasitemia (11). The rapid fluctuations in 

parasitemia are caused by the mechanism the parasite uses to escape the immune response. 

The T. brucei surface is densely coated with a single type ofVariant Surface Glycoprotein 

(VSG) (12). As the parasitemia rises, a small percentage of cells switch to the expression 

of a different surface glycoprotein evading the immune recognition. The immune system 

eventually recognizes the major population and targets it for destruction. The small 

percentage of trypanosomes that express a different surface coat, however, remain in the 

system and the cycle starts anew. 

The second stage of the disease starts once the parasites cross the blood-brain barrier and 

is called the meningo-encephalitic stage. The symptoms become neurological and include 

3 



changes of behavior, confusion, sensory disturbances and poor coordination. The 

disturbance in circadian rhythm that also accompanies this stage of the disease 1s a 

consequence of hormonal imbalance caused by parasite infiltration of endocrine organs 

(mainly thyroid and adrenal glands) and the hypothalamic-hypophysial axis (10). While a 

serological test is available for T. b.gambiense, testing for the presence ofparasites in bodily 

fluids, blood and lymph in particular, remains the most common diagnostic method (13). 

Recent findings , however, show that African trypanosomes are capable of surviving in 

other tissues . It has been suggested that skin constitutes a significant reservoir of parasites 

that can be transmitted by the vector even in individuals that are largely asymptomatic with 

undetectable blood parasitemia (14). The parasite is also capable of adapting to living in 

adipose tissue without losing infectivity ( 15). These findings show the previously 

unappreciated complexity of T. brucei infection and highlight the necessity for adjustment 

of current protocols for diagnosis and treatment of HAT. 

Currently, there are five drugs available to treat sleeping sickness. Pentamidine is used to 

treat the first stage of T. b. gambiense, Suramin is effective against stage one T. b. 

rhodensiense infections. Pentamidine resistance caused by mutations in the uptake 

mechanism has been documented (8). The drugs used to treat the second stage of the 

disease are quite toxic and hard to administer, as they need to cross the blood-brain barrier. 

Melarsoprol is used to treat both T.b. sub-species. It is a compound derived from arsenic 

and has many undesirable side effects, the most dramatic of which is reactive 

encephalopathy which can be fatal in 3 - 10% of cases (16) . An increase in resistance to 

the drug has been observed in several foci , particularly in central Africa (17). Eflomithine 

is less toxic than melarsoprol, but it is effective only against T.b. gambiense. The regimen 
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comprises of infusions every six hours for fourteen days. The last drug we have available 

is nifurtimox, a nitrofuran derivative that is primarily used as a Chagas disease treatment. 

In combination with eflomithine it shortens and simplifies the treatment regimen for T.b. 

gambiense infection. 

An efficient vaccine would clearly greatly improve our efforts towards eradicating HAT. 

Unfortunately, vaccine development has been largely unsuccessful. The major obstacle is 

the surface coat antigenic variation that T. brucei employs to escape host immune response. 

The parasite is densely coated with variant surface glycoprotein (VSG) molecules. The 

repertoire of the possible VSG molecules is innumerable and the parasite can switch the 

expression to a different type to escape immune recognition. Furthermore, it has been 

suggested that the murine model used for T.brucei vaccine discovery is not appropriate due 

to vast differences in B-cell mediated immunity and memory between human and mouse 

(18). In the light ofthese facts it is clear that discovering novel approaches to fight T. brucei 

is paramount and furthering our understanding of T. brucei basic biology remains an 

important step on the way to this goal. 

1.2 Trypanosoma brucei biology 

As mentioned above, T. brucei is transmitted between its mammalian hosts via its vector, 

the tse-tse fly. During the process of transmission, the parasite undergoes a complex life 

cycle that includes vast morphological and physiological changes (Fig. 1.2). The life cycle 

includes two major proliferative stages: procyclic trypomastigotes that inhabit the fly's 

midgut and bloodstream trypomastigotes (Fig. 1.2, panel 7 and 3, respectively). Both of 

these stages can be cultured in laboratory conditions. The life cycle also includes two 

important non-proliferative stages. Metacyclic trypomastigotes, which reside in tse-tse fly 
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salivary gland are preadapted to the life in the mammalian host. Short stumpy bloodstream 

trypomastigotes form as a response to stumpy induction factor (SIF) when the blood 

parasitemia reaches a critical level (19, 20). Apart from pre-adaptation for life in the tse

tse fly, stumpy parasites also serve the purpose of prolonging the hosts life (21 ). As the 

stumpy population ages, it starts undergoing apoptosis. This process aids the immune 

system in recognizing the major population and decreases the parasitemia, which induces 

the cyclic infection symptoms described in the first section of this introduction. 

In order to adapt to the life in the mammalian host and the fly vector, the trypanosomes 

undergo two major changes. First is a different surface coat. Bloodstream form (BF) 

trypanosomes are covered in VSG while their procyclic form (PF) counterparts are coated 

with procyclin molecules. The role ofprocyclins is mostly not known, however some data 

suggest a role in protecting the parasite from the tse-tse fly proteases (22). The second 

major adaptation are changes in the metabolism and associated changes in the size and 

function of the mitochondrion. PF parasites have a single large mitochondrion with active 

oxidative phosphorylation machinery (23). In the fly midgut they primarily metabolize 

proline as a carbon source (24). BF trypanosomes primarily utilize glycolysis to generate 

ATP. Their single mitochondrion is significantly smaller than in the PF and lacks important 

subunits of the respiratory chain. Instead, BF relies on a plant-like alternative oxidase 

(TAO) for respiration (25). These extensive changes require careful regulation of gene 

expression, which, unlike in other eukaryotes, happens mostly on a posttranscriptional 

level (26). 
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1.2.1 Trypanosoma brucei gene expression 

African trypanosomes harbor conserved RNA polymerases (RNAP) I, II and III. As in 

other eukaryotes, RNAP I is responsible for transcription of ribosomal RNA cluster. In 

addition, however, this polymerase also transcribes VSG and procyclin coding genes. 

RNAP II transcribes mRNA, but in the spirit ofmaking things interesting, does so in large, 

functionally unrelated polycistronic units. These polycistrons are then separated into 

individual mRNAs. RNAP II also transcribes so-called spliced leader sequence (SL) that 

is fused to 3 'end of each mRNA by the process of trans-splicing. The SL gene contains the 

only defined RNAP II promoter and is prompted by transcription factors (27-30). 

Transcription of the polycistronic mRNA units on the other hand seems to be largely 

unregulated. The latest findings show that the RNAP II initiates from broad transcription 

start regions that are enriched in GT sequence and histone H2A.Z variant (31). RNAP III 

transcribes tRNA and all U-rich snRNAs that are involved in trans-splicing process (32). 

Considering the virtual lack of transcriptional control, it is unsurprising that post

transcriptional regulation of gene expression plays a pivotal role in T. brucei biology. 

1.2.2 Post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression 

As mentioned above, the first step in T. brucei gene expression is trans-splicing of the 

polycistronic units into individual mRNAs. The SL RNA is transcribed in two foci near 

nucleolus that co-localize with RNAP II foci and is co-transcriptionally capped with a "cap 

4" which is the most complex mRNA cap described to date (33-35). The splicing 

machinery recognizes 5' and 3' splice sites, adds the SL sequence to the 5' end, and 

interacts with the polyadenylation machinery that adds the 3' tail. This process proceeds 

through Y structure intermediate which is analogous to the lariat generated by cis-splicing 
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reaction (34). Whole genome mapping of SL and polyadenylation sites revealed surprising 

heterogeneity which suggests that trans-splicing could be playing a role in gene expression 

regulation perhaps by targeting the product to different compartments (36, 37). Some 

mRNAs are indeed less abundant than mathematical modeling prediction suggested. When 

accounting for rate of transcription and half-life, the data point toward these less abundant 

mRNAs resulting from poor processing. There have been reported examples of mRNAs 

that are poorly processed either in both PF and BF stages or suffer from sub-optimal 

processing at a specific stage (38). 

Once the mRNA is spliced, it needs to be exported out of the nucleus. In higher eukaryotes 

it is accepted that most mRNAs are exported through Nfx 1 (Mex67) dependent pathway 

and rRNAs, snRNAs and subset of mRNAs are exported via Xpo 1. In T. brucei we know 

that some of the core proteins involved in Mex67 dependent export are well conserved 

(39). Mex67 itself, despite being highly divergent, has been shown to play a role in mRNA 

export in this organism ( 40, 41 ). As in other eukaryotes, XpoI pathway is thought to export 

rRNA, although several trypanosome specific factors such as P34/37 play a role in the 

process (42). Interestingly, NMD3 , the XpoI adaptor protein, has been shown to be 

necessary for export of procyclin associated genes that are transcribed by RNAP I ( 43). 

RNA export could potentially constitute a layer of regulation in T. brucei gene expression, 

however to date we have no solid evidence supporting this possibility. 

The majority of regulation of T. brucei gene expression happens on the level of mRNA 

stability and translation and is mediated by RNA binding proteins (26, 44). While the gene 

expression regulation happens in response to a myriad of stimuli, the most studied is the 

life cycle specific regulation. Several studies attempted to quantify mRNA abundance 
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between BF and PF with the goal to identify transcripts that undergo stage specific 

regulation. While there are significant differences in the results, it appears that 5%-14% of 

mRNAs undergo stage specific regulation (37, 45-49). mRNA stability is a likely candidate 

for causing these differences and has been investigated by transcriptome-wide RNA 

sequencing approach. The Haanstra group reported that the median mRNA stability is 

different in the two proliferative stages. In BF, the median half-life is 12 min, while in PF 

it is 20 min. This likely reflects the faster proliferation rate of BF trypanosomes whose 

doubling time is on average 7 hours while PF double in number about every 12 hours ( 45). 

When the transcripts were grouped into functionally related categories, a correlation in 

changes of stability with life cycle stage specific processes was observed. This suggests 

that mRNA stability is at least in part responsible for differences in the transcriptome 

between BF and PF trypanosomes ( 45). 

The rate of RNA translation is a crucial aspect of gene expression regulation, since the 

amount of mRNA and the amount ofprotein often do not correspond (50). The first aspect 

of translation regulation that should be mentioned is ribosome biogenesis. It has been 

shown in other eukaryotes that ribosome biogenesis is a regulated process that reflects 

nutrient availability and growth rate of the organism ( 51 ). Trypanosoma brucei ribosome 

biogenesis machinery contains many well conserved proteins as well as trypanosome 

specific factors (52). Two examples of T. brucei specific proteins are p34 and its almost 

identical homolog p37, and NOPP44/46-1 , both of which have been found to play a role in 

large ribosomal subunit assembly. Interestingly, NOPP44/46-1 has been shown to be 

dephosphorylated by TbPTP 1, a tyrosine phosphatase that plays a crucial role in stumpy to 
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PF life cycle progression ( 42, 52-56). This points towards life cycle stage specific 

regulation of ribosome biogenesis. 

Translation efficiency presents yet another layer of protein abundance control. It is well 

documented that during periods of stress the mRNA dissociates from ribosomes, which 

frees the translation machinery to quickly generate proteins that help the cell overcome the 

suboptimal conditions (57, 58). However, translation regulation is not limited to stress 

response. A polysome profiling study in T. brucei has identified around 200 proteins that 

exhibit stage-specific control through translation efficiency (59). 

To date, 155 mRNA binding proteins have been identified in T. brucei (60). This dataset 

includes proteins containing canonical RNA binding domains such as RRM, zinc finger, 

PUF and ALBA, but the study has also identified 41 purely hypothetical proteins 

containing no known motifs or domains. Two notable master regulators were found to 

modulate T. brucei transcriptome so far, MKTl and DRBD18, both essential for T. brucei 

viability (61 , 62). MKTl is a cytosolic, polysome associated protein that interacts with at 

least 25 RNA binding proteins, 12 of which were identified as mRNA binding proteins. 

When tethered to mRNA, MKTl promotes mRNA stability (61). DRBD18 is an abundant 

cytoplasmic protein which plays a role in stabilization of 417 mRNAs and de-stabilization 

of 568 transcripts. Notably, arginine methylation of DRBD18 was found to impact its 

protein-protein interactions. The current model states that lack of specific methylated 

residues causes DRBD18 to associate with proteins promoting RNA decay while 

methylation of these residues lead to formation of mRNA stabilizing complexes (62). 

Several RNA binding proteins have been shown to play a role in T. brucei life cycle 

progression including ZFPl , ZFP2, ZFP3 , ZC3H18, RBP6, RBPl0 and four ALBA 
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proteins. ZFPl-3 have all been shown to play a role in BF to PF differentiation pathway 

(63 , 64). Furthermore, ZFP3 , although present in the same quantities both T. brucei 

proliferative stages, was found enriched on polysomes in PF, but not in BF T. brucei, 

suggesting a possible post-translational regulation of protein function (64). RNA 

immunoprecipitation of ZFP3 revealed its association with mRNAs typically involved in 

stumpy formation (65). ZC3H18 is also involved in BF to PF differentiation, although the 

mechanism remains elusive (66). RBP6 has been found over-expressed in the epimastigote 

stage of T. brucei that resides in the tse-tse flyproventriculus. Remarkably, over-expression 

of RBP6 causes the epimastigotes to progress into the infectious metacyclic form of T. 

brucei (67). ALBA 1-4 proteins are primarily cytoplasmic. Upon nutritional stress that 

simulates the environment in tse-tse fly proventriculus, the proteins translocate into stress 

granules. When ALBA3/4 are downregulated in PF cells in culture, trypanosomes start 

exhibiting epimastigote morphology (68, 69). Lastly, RBPlO is involved in modulation of 

levels of BF specific mRNAs. When RBPlO is overexpressed, cells are unable to undergo 

BF to PF differentiation (70). 

Thus far, a single RNA binding protein has been shown to play a role in T. brucei cell cycle 

progression. PUF9 is a cytoplasmically localized protein that is upregulated in the synthesis 

(S)- phase of the cell cycle. Four transcripts were identified as TbPUF9 targets, three of 

which are stabilized by PUF9 leading to their accumulation during S-phase. 

Downregulation of PUF9 leads to accumulation of cells in the G2/M phase. It has been 

proposed that PUF9 targets may constitute a post-transcriptional regulon, encoding 

proteins involved in replicative processes in early G2 phase (71 ). 
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1.2.3 Post-translational regulation of protein function 

Post-translational modification (PTM) of proteins constitutes a major form of protein 

function regulation. T. brucei harbors the necessary enzymes to catalyze all major PTMs 

commonly found in eukaryotic organisms: lipidation, glycosylation, acetylation, 

phosphorylation, ubiquitination, SUMOlyation and methylation. 

Lipidation is commonly used to tether proteins to cellular membranes. Out of the four 

modifications falling under the "lipidation" umbrella, glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) 

anchors are most tightly associated with trypanosomes, largely due to the role of these 

organisms in the discovery of GPI anchor structure and their importance (72). T. brucei 

utilizes GPI anchors to attach all five million VSG dimers that coat the BF cells as well as 

about two and a half million procyclin molecules covering the surface of PF cells (73). 

TbGPI8 was discovered as the transamidase responsible for GPI anchor processing in these 

parasites (74). 

Glycosylation is another modification utilized extensively by T. brucei to acqmre a 

functional protein coat. Both VSG molecules and some procyclin types are glycosylated 

(73). While in BF the glycosylation is thought to contribute to the size of the molecules 

and therefore aiding their role as a protective barrier, Rftl mediated glycosylation in PF 

has been recently linked to parasite's social motility behavior and its ability to colonize 

tse-tse fly midgut (75). Carbohydrate-binding agents targeting VSG glycosylation have 

been shown to reduce T. brucei virulence and have been proposed as a potential therapeutic 

for HAT (76). 

Protein acetylation comes m two variants. N-terminal acetylation is common co

translational and rare post-translational modification in higher eukaryotes (77). ARDl is 
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an essential gene that has been proposed to fulfill this function in T. brucei (78). The most 

studied form of acetylation is, however, lysine acetylation due to its role in histone 

modification connected to gene transcription regulation (77). In T. brucei and related 

parasites, histone acetylation has been found to correlate with polycistronic transcription 

start sites and the lack thereof with transcription stop sites (79-81 ). Most interestingly, 

proteome-wide identification of T. brucei acetylation sites found - 300 acetylation sites in 

PF cells and - 400 sites in BF cells out of which only 44 proteins were acetylated in both 

stages. This, together with the identity of large portion of modified proteins as host

adaptation related, points towards an important role of acetylation in life cycle progression 

(82). Lysine acetylation is a dynamic, reversible modification. Lysine deacetylases have 

been implicated in cell cycle progression and VSG expression (83 , 84). 

Phosphorylation is the most common mechanism of regulating protein function and signal 

transduction (85). It is involved in almost every cellular process including cellular 

metabolism (86). The phosphate is deposited by protein kinases and can be quickly 

removed by phosphatases. Kinases most commonly modify serine and threonine residues 

and less frequently tyrosine. Histidine phosphorylation is common in prokaryotic 

organisms and has been reported to also occur in eukaryotes (87). Aspartate, arginine and 

lysine phosphorylation constitutes exceedingly rare forms of the modification (88, 89). In 

T. brucei, phosphorylation remains largely unexplored, although recent findings are 

beginning to shed light on the vast effect this modification has on the parasite ' s biology. 

Proteome wide screens revealed proteins modified by phosphorylation and showed that 

phosphorylation sites differ between life cycle stages (90, 91). Another large-scale 
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approach identified kinases associated with cell cycle progression and differentiation (92) 

and several kinases were studied in detail (93-100). 

Ubiquitination is the addition of a small regulatory protein called ubiquitin to lysine, 

cysteine, serine, or threonine side chains or a protein's N-terminus. The name reflects the 

fact that this modification is ubiquitous. While the most notorious function of 

ubiquitination is protein targeting for degradation, it is also involved in other functions 

such as mediating protein interactions, altering their subcellular localization or function 

(101). Ubiquitin being itself a protein, can also be ubiqutinated, SUMOlyated, acetylated 

or phosphorylated creating a mind-boggling array ofubiquitin species (101). In T. brucei, 

ubiquitination is sporadically studied. The genome contains homologs of the ubiquitin 

ligase system and the activity has been detected (102). The role ofubiquitination ofseveral 

specific proteins has been probed (103 , 104). Interestingly though, putative ubiquitin ligase 

has been appointed as a potential reason for human resistance to animal trypanosomiasis 

caused by T. brucei brucei (105). 

SUMOylation stands for Small Ubiquitin-related MOdifier and as the name suggests this 

modification bears a lot of similarities to ubiquitination. It is also capable of modifying 

itself, however other modifications have not yet been reported. Despite its fairly recent 

discovery in the mid 1990s it has already been reported to modify over 3000 proteins in 

higher eukaryotes (106, 107). In T. brucei, SUMO modifies many proteins, but so far they 

are unfortunately largely uncharacterized (108). TbUba2 and TbUbc9 were identified as 

enzymes involved in SUMOylation pathway (109). SUMOylation has been shown to play 

a role in cell cycle progression, the lack of the SUMO coding gene causing the cells to 

arrest at G2/M checkpoint (110). 
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Protein methylation can modify a-amino groups of protein N-termini, lysine and arginine 

residues. Two enzymes capable of catalyzing N-terminal methylation have been identified 

thus far: NRMTl and NRMT2 (111 , 112). This modification has so far been confirmed to 

regulate protein/DNA interactions and is thought to be irreversible (113). Lysine 

methylation is a reversible modification that is catalyzed by lysine methyltransferases and 

is removed by demethylases. The methyltransferases can add one, two or three methyl 

groups to the lysine residue. The extent of this modification has been long thought to be 

limited to histone modification, resulting in the older nomenclature of the participating 

enzymes as histone methyltransferases. In recent years, novel targets oflysine methylation 

were discovered. Most notably, the modification was found on proteins participating in 

transcription and translation (114). In T. brucei, the extent of lysine methylation studies 

have so far been limited to histone modifications, identifying a role in transcription 

initiation and cell cycle progression (80, 115-117). Arginine methylation is an analogous 

modification affecting arginine residues, however, unlike its lysine modifying counterpart, 

arginine methylation has a well-documented track record of affecting non-histone proteins 

as well as histones. Arginine methylation will be discussed in detail in the next section of 

this introduction. 

In conclusion, T. brucei utilizes the full spectrum of common post-translational 

modifications that influence just about any cellular process imaginable. The knowledge of 

these modifications becomes especially crucial during the process of rational drug design. 

The field of synthetic biology can learn from these natural mechanisms of protein 

regulation to design better, more specific drugs with less side effects (118). 
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1.3 Protein arginine methylation 

Arginine methylation is a modification as common as phosphorylation or ubiquitination 

(119). To paint the entire picture, it is necessary to state that arginine methylation has been 

repeatedly shown to crosstalk with other PTMs (120-124). Arginine methylation is most 

commonly catalyzed by protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs ), which utilize S

adenosylmethionine (AdoMet) as a methyl group donor. The AdoMet molecule is in this 

process converted to S-adenosylhomocysteine (AdoHcy). Three prevalent kinds of 

arginine methylation found: u-NG-monomethylarginine (MMA), u-NG,NG-asymmetric 

dimethylarginine (ADMA), and u-NG,N'G-symmetric dimethylarginine (SDMA) (Fig. 

1.3) (125). PRMTs are categorized into three types depending on the end product of their 

catalytic activity. While all three types are capable of creating MMA, type I PRMTs can 

further modify the residue creating ADMA. Type two PRMTs are responsible for SDMA 

formation. Type III PRMTs have been discovered significantly later than type I and type 

II enzymes and their catalytic activity is restricted to MMA formation (126, 127). In 

mammals, six type I PRMTs have been identified: PRMTl , PRMT2, PRMT3, PRMT4, 

PRMT6, and PRMT8. PRMT5 and PRMT9 represent type II enzymes and PRMT7 is, to 

date, the sole enzyme identified to have type III activity (125 , 128-134). 

PRMTs are typically thought to function as homodimers, although regulatory proteins that 

associate with the PRMTs are a regular occurrence (135). As far as we know, the exception 

from this concept are PRMT5 that forms a stable hetero-octamer with MEP50, PRMT8 

that has been reported to have either tetrameric or octameric structure and PRMT7 whose 

coding region in fact contains two PRMT-like repeats that fold on each other in a manner 

that resembles a typical dimeric PRMT assembly (136-139). Interestingly, only the N-
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terminal tandem repeat of PRMT7 is capable of cofactor binding (136). The typical PRMT 

homodimer is exemplified by the structure of rat PRMTl (Fig. 1.4) (140). The enzyme 

comprises of two domains that together shape the active site; a methyltransferase specific 

portion that is responsible for AdoMet binding and a PRMT specific seven-strand ~-barrel 

domain. Two noteworthy structures have been identified in the active site. The THW loop 

that was deemed necessary specifically for type I PRMT activity and a double-E loop that 

is directly involved in deprotonating and activating the methyl accepting nitrogen (137, 

140). The dimerization arm is extended out of the barrel domain and stabilizes the dimeric 

structure by interaction with a groove in the methyltransferase specific portion of the 

enzyme (Fig. 1.4B). 

As mentioned above, arginine methylation is quite ubiquitous. In mammals, argmme 

methyl marks on histones are well documented to function in repressive and activating 

roles. PRMTs also have many non-histone targets. Arginine methylation has been shown 

to play a role in cell signaling, receptor trafficking, DNA damage response, mRNA splicing 

and translation, and protein stability (141-143). PRMT dysregulation has been linked to a 

number of diseases, most importantly, to various kinds of cancer (144, 145). While there 

is compelling evidence that arginine methylation is a reversible modification, the identity 

of an arginine demethylase constitutes an ongoing controversy in the arginine methylation 

field (146-149). JmjD6 was originally identified as an arginine demethylase, but it was 

later shown that this enzyme may be a lysine hydroxylase (150, 151). Recently, certain 

lysine demethylases have been shown to have the ability to demethylate arginine in vitro 

(152). Taken together, arginine methylation is likely a dynamic modification that affects a 

multitude of cellular processes. 
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1.3.1 Function of PRMTl in mammals 

In mammals, PRMTl is the major type I methyltransferase. It is responsible for about 85% 

of all arginine methylation in cultured rat fibroblasts (153). PRMTl depleted cells were 

shown viable in culture, although it was later reported that loss of PRMTl in mouse 

embryonic fibroblasts leads to defects in genome maintenance and cell proliferation (154, 

155). PRMTl knock-out mouse embryos die shortly after implantation, which points 

towards PRMTl essentiality for development (154). Apart from genome maintenance, 

PRMTl has been shown to play a role in variety of other processes such as inflammation, 

erythroid differentiation and estrogen signaling (147, 156, 157). Considering the broad 

range of PRMTl substrates and effects, especially the role in genome maintenance, DNA 

damage response and immune response, it comes as no surprise that PRMTl has been 

found to be dysregulated in various cancer types and has been considered as a potential 

drug target (142, 158). 

To address the more basic biological features of this enzyme, I will next provide a brief 

overview of notable discoveries regarding PRMTl localization, interactions, structure and 

mechanism of action. PRMTl has been shown to shuttle between the cytoplasm and the 

nucleus and, at least in the case of its splice variant 2, catalytic activity was shown to be 

indispensable for the shuttling (159, 160). As mentioned above, PRMTl crystallizes as a 

dimer (140). However, gel filtration analysis of PRMT isolated from cell extracts showed 

that in cells PRMTl is present in complexes ranging from 275 kDa to 450 kDa therefore 

much larger than the expected 80 kDa of a homodimer (161 ). This likely reflects the ability 

of PRMTl to form multimers, but could also suggest a complex formation with regulatory 

proteins. Indeed, several proteins have been shown to regulate PRMTl activity (156). 
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Interestingly, one of the reported cases was an interaction with PRMT2 that stimulated 

PRMTl methylation activity, suggesting that PRMT heteromerization is a distinct 

possibility (162). PRMTl has also been shown to form a heteromer with PRMT8, however 

the significance of this interaction is unclear (163 , 164). An interesting phenomenon 

documenting possible interplay between members of PRMT family has been observed 

when PRMTl depletion was shown to lead to a 50% decrease in abundance of ADMA and 

a dramatic increase in arginine monomethylation, suggesting that the unmasked arginines 

could serve as a substrate for multiple PRMTs (165). 

PRMTl substrate specificity and mechanism of action have been extensively studied with 

somewhat contradictory results. PRMTl has been shown to prefer RGG rich regions, 

however other motifs have also been identified (166-169). Amino acid context of the 

arginine seems to be an important determinant in peptide substrates, however in the context 

of the protein it is not the only factor prompting PRMT site recognition (170). In a later 

study, a combinatorial approach using a peptide library showed quite promiscuous 

behavior of PRMTl with some preference for arginine and phenylalanine rich regions 

(171). As in other PRMTs, the substrate specificity is at least in part conferred by the N

terminal domain, as splice-variants that vary in this region have shown different substrate 

preference (172). Considering the aforementioned fact that all PRMTs are capable of 

monomethylating proteins, it comes as no surprise that the question of whether these 

enzymes function in processive or distributive manner has been subject to great scrutiny. 

The results were quite conflicting. Just for PRMTl , distributive, semi-processive and 

processive mechanisms have been reported (173-177). A recent study has proposed that 

this discrepancy can be attributed to experimental conditions. Brown et al. determined that 
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the identity of the peptide, concentration of the PRMT and concentration of AdoMet all 

play a role in whether the enzyme acts in a distributive or processive manner. Furthermore, 

a sequential mechanism of substrate binding has been proposed, stating that the enzyme 

has to be in complex with AdoMet to establish efficient binding to the substrate (173). 

1.3.2 Function of PRMT3 in mammals 

Mammalian PRMT3 is a type I enzyme with narrow substrate specificity and a unique N

terminal zinc-finger domain that acts as a substrate recognition module (132). It is localized 

exclusively into the cytoplasm, where it interacts with ribosomes, likely via its interaction 

with ribosomal protein substrates (178-180). Conflicting data has been reported regarding 

its effect on ribosomal assembly. While Bachand and Silver reported changes in 40S :60S 

ratio, Swiercz et al. did not observe this phenomenon. Ribosomal RNA processing 

remained unperturbed upon PRMT3 depletion and ribosomal protein S2 was identified as 

a major substrate, although more ribosomal proteins were observed to change their 

methylation status in the PRMT3-deficient mice (179, 180). The depletion of PRMT3 

leaves the mice viable, although a developmental delay causes low weight after birth (179). 

1.3.3 Protein arginine methylation in kinetoplastid parasites 

Arginine methylation in kinetoplastids has been studied in Leishmania major and T. brucei. 

Both species harbor homologs of mammalian PRMTl , PRMT3, PRMT5, PRMT6 and 

PRMT7. Out of these, only LmPRMT7 has been studied in Leishmania. LmPRMT7 is a 

type III enzyme that shows life cycle dependent regulation. It has been shown to modify 

several RNA binding proteins including Alba20 (181 ). 

In T. brucei, arginine methylation has been studied in a greater depth. Two proteome wide 

studies collectively reported 843 proteins methylated on arginine residues (182, 183). Both 
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studies reported the context of the methylated arginine to be G-rich, however many 

identified sites did not share this consensus. The function of methylated proteins was 

largely diverse, although in both cases proteins involved in RNA processing and translation 

were over-represented. It is important to note that both studies were conducted using the 

PF T. brucei. Since the arginine methylprotein landscape clearly differs between the PF 

and BF, many modified proteins likely remain uncovered (183). 

Out of the five encoded PRMTs, all but the PRMT3 homo log have been characterized to 

some degree prior to the work presented in this thesis. TbPRMTl is a type I enzyme with 

striking homology to HsPRMTl (53% identity). TbPRMTl has been shown to catalyze 

majority of ADMA formation in T. brucei, yet the depletion of this enzyme did not affect 

growth rate of PF T. brucei cells (184). Three substrates have been identified: TbLpn, 

RBP16 and DRBD18. TbLpn has been confirmed to possess phosphatidic acid phosphatase 

activity, consistent with its role in phospholipid biosynthesis, although the role of arginine 

methylation in its function remained unclear (185). RBP16 is an RNA binding protein 

involved in the process of RNA editing in T. brucei. TbPRMTl-mediated arginine 

methylation was shown to affect protein-protein interactions of RBP16 and alter its 

association with specific RNA molecules involved in the process (186, 187). DRBD 18 is 

an RNA binding protein that shows association with numerous proteins involved in RNA 

metabolism. TbPRMTl mediated methylation of DRBD18 has been shown to act as a 

switch between DRBD18 RNA stabilizing and destabilizing functions , likely through 

changes in DRBD 18 protein-protein interactions ( 62). 

TbPRMT5 is a type II enzyme that is evolutionary divergent from its human counterpart. 

It has been shown to co-purify in high molecular weight complexes that contain many 
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kinetoplastid specific proteins, further supporting a role different from the mammalian 

enzyme (188). 

TbPRMT6 is a type I PRMT. Despite its narrow specificity it is the only enzyme in the 

PRMT family that is necessary for normal proliferation ofPF and BF T. brucei. TbPRMT6 

co-purifies with histones, components of the nuclear pore complex and flagellar proteins. 

These putative substrates would explain the phenotype of the PRMT6 depleted cells which 

show defects in morphology and cellular division (189). In solution, TbPRMT6 functions 

as a homodimer. Crystal structure revealed an unexpected flexibility of TbPRMT6 

compared to other type I PRMTs and differences in dimerization arm positioning in regards 

to the body of the enzyme (190). 

TbPRMT7 was the first PRMT to be undisputedly ascribed type III activity (126). 

Structural studies have determined, that the type III activity can be explained by an 

extremely narrow active site that cannot support MMA binding (191). This restriction can 

be lifted by specific mutations in the active site that leads to a more open conformation 

(192, 193). The product specificity, however, is not solely a result of steric hindrance. 

Phe71Ile mutation has been shown to permit TbPRMT7 to create both ADMA and SDMA, 

but Phe71Ser mutation that still leads to the open conformation does not have the same 

effect, suggesting that hydrogen bonding in the active site plays a role in product specificity 

(194). Unlike mammalian PRMT7 that encodes two PRMT repeats that fold onto one 

another, TbPRMT7 lacks the second repeat and forms a canonical dimer in solution. In 

vitro , TbPRMT7 shows affinity for a broad range of substrates. In vivo , TbPRMT7 

associates with high molecular weight complexes and is localized in the cytoplasm (126). 
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Like their mammalian counterparts, T. brucei PRMTs have been shown to engage in 

functional interplay. A rapid rise of TbPRMT7 catalyzed monomethylation was observed 

upon a loss of TbPRMTI . Despite this, the cells where both aforementioned enzymes were 

downregulated maintained their typical growth rate. A synergistic effect on T. brucei 

growth was, however, observed in a dual downregulation of TbPRMT6 and TbPRMT7. 

Furthermore, a mutual protein stability dependency was observed between TbPRMTI and 

a PRMT paralog with closest homology to human PRMT3 (195). 

In conclusion, T. brucei encodes PRMTs capable ofcatalyzing MMA, ADMA and SDMA. 

Only a handful of cases where the role of arginine methylation has been elucidated is 

currently available, despite the fact the modification is present on approximately 10% of 

T. brucei proteins. Further functional analysis of T. brucei PRMTs will lead to a better 

understanding of the regulatory networks this parasite employs to compensate for the lack 

transcriptional control and as means to adapt to changing environments during its life cycle 

progression. Furthermore, TbPRMT7 has proven to be a great model for studying general 

PRMT function and specificity due to its unusually high activity and diversity from the 

mammalian enzyme. It is quite possible that the other PRMT enzymes will bring the same 

contribution to the PRMT field. 

This Introduction outlines the basic concepts of the T. brucei biology and provides the 

reader with information on the current state of available drugs against HAT. It further 

presents overviews of both T. brucei gene regulation of current knowledge regarding 

general and trypanosome-specific PRMT form and function. This information will greatly 

enhance your reading pleasure in the two following chapters. In the Chapter 2, I present 
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studies describing the peculiarity of TbPRMTI structure. Chapter 3 then focuses on 

TbPRMTI function in T. brucei biology. 
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Figure 1.1: Geographic distribution of HAT infections reported between 2010 and 2014 
(Buscher et. al, 2017). 
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Figure 1.4: Structure of rat PRMTl. A, Structure of the PRMTI monomer. 
Methyltransferase specific domain is pictured in green. PRMT specific seven strand beta 
barrel is yellow, and the dimerization arm is shown in blue. Two structures important for 
active site function are the double-E loop depicted purple and teal colored THW loop. B, 
Structure of the typical PRMT homodimer. Arrow shows the dimerization interface. Red 
marks the protein N-terminal extension. Image adapted from Zhang, 2003 . 
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Chapter 2 

The major protein arginine methyltransferase in Trypanosoma brucei functions as 

an enzyme-prozyme complex 

Lucie Kafkova, Erik W. Debler, John C. Fisk, Kanishk Jain, Steven G. Clarke and Laurie K. Read 

(JBC, vol. 292, issue 6, pgs. 2089-2100, 2017) 

Erik W. Debler contributed Fig. 2.6, John C. Fisk generated data for Fig. 2.2B and 

Kanishk Jain provided Fig. 2.5B. Figures 2.1 , 2.2A , 2.2C, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5A and 2.7 are my 

contribution. 
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2.1 Summary 

Prozymes are catalytically inactive enzyme paralogs that dramatically stimulate the 

function of weakly active enzymes through complex formation. The two prozymes 

described to date reside in the polyamine biosynthesis pathway of the human parasite, 

Trypanosoma brucei, an early branching eukaryote that lacks transcriptional regulation and 

regulates proteome through posttranscriptional and posttranslational means. Arginine 

methylation is a common posttranslational modification in eukaryotes catalyzed by protein 

arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) that are typically thought to function as homodimers. 

We demonstrate that a major T. brucei PRMT, TbPRMTl , functions as a heterotetrameric 

enzyme-prozyme pair. The inactive PRMT paralog, TbPRMTl PRO, is essential for catalytic 

activity of the TbPRMTl ENZ subunit. Mutational analysis definitively demonstrates that 

TbPRMTl ENZ is the cofactor binding subunit and carries all catalytic activity of the 

complex. Our results are the first demonstration of an obligate heteromeric PRMT, and 

they suggest that enzyme-prozyme organization is expanded in trypanosomes as a 

posttranslational means of enzyme regulation. 

2.2 Introduction 

Trypanosoma brucei, the causative agent of human African trypanosomiasis, poses a 

severe health risk in Sub-Saharan Africa. An estimated 70 million people are at risk of the 

infection, and WHO estimates about 20,000 new cases per year (196). In the search for 

new treatments, understanding the basic biology of the parasite is a cornerstone on the path 

to discovery ofnovel biological processes that could potentially serve as drug targets (197). 

Despite the eukaryotic nature of T. brucei, the organism has been shown to harbor many 

unique biological processes or, in some cases, to extensively utilize mechanisms that are 
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rarely used in higher eukaryotes (72, 198, 199). The exceptional biology of trypanosomes 

is likely a consequence of their long separate evolutionary history and numerous 

adaptations to the parasitic lifestyle (200). 

Trypanosomes undergo significant morphological and physiological changes during their 

life cycle, which includes transitions between mammalian and insect vector hosts that 

provide distinct environmental conditions and temperatures (201). Strikingly, these 

organisms accomplish adaptations to changing environments and differentiation to several 

distinct life cycle forms all in the absence of transcriptional control of their genome (198). 

Rather, gene expression is regulated at posttranscriptional and posttranslational levels. 

Posttranslational modification of proteins is one such mechanism that allows rapid 

responses to internal and external cues (91). Ourproteome-wide studies revealed that about 

15% of the proteome of T. brucei insect vector procyclic forms (PF) harbors arginine 

methylmarks ((182, 183) and unpublished results). Thus, arginine methylation is poised to 

play a crucial role in regulating T. brucei biology. In support of this notion, we showed that 

TbPRMTl-catalyzed arginine methylation ofthe essential RNA binding protein, DRBD 18, 

acts as a switch that controls the RNA stabilizing and degrading activity of this major 

transcriptome regulator, as well as the composition of DRBD18-containing 

ribonucleoproteins (202). 

An enzyme family containing three major types of protein arginine methyltransferases 

(PRMTs) catalyzes arginine methylation (143). All PRMTs catalyze formation of ro-}/J

monomethylarginine (MMA), Type I PRMTs catalyze ro-}/J,}/J_asymmetric 

dimethylarginine (ADMA), and Type II PRMTs create ro-}/J,N'G-symmetric 

dimethylarginine (SDMA). Humans possess nine PRMTs (143). T. brucei apparently 
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contains just four PRMTs, and we showed that together these enzymes have the capacity 

to catalyze MMA, ADMA, and SDMA formation (126, 184, 188, 189). TbPRMT7 was the 

first characterized PRMT to unquestionably create only MMA, making it a Type III PRMT 

(126). TbPRMT5 , despite its evolutionary divergence, exhibits a Type II activity (188), 

and TbPRMT6 and TbPRMTl have both been shown to create ADMA, therefore belonging 

to the Type I PRMT group (184, 189). Like human PRMTl , TbPRMTl is responsible for 

the majority of ADMA formation in vivo (184, 203). But perplexingly, in vitro , TbPRMTl 

exhibits a very narrow substrate specificity and weak activity (184). We recently showed 

that TbPRMTl protein stability is mutually dependent on a previously uncharacterized T. 

brucei PRMT paralog tentatively named TbPRMT3 based on its homology to human 

PRMT3 (204). Typically, this type of mutual stability dependence is observed in proteins 

belonging to the same complex (205 , 206). TbPRMT3 has not exhibited any in vitro 

activity in our hands, and its primary sequence harbors mutations in conserved PRMT 

motifs; thus, we suspected it to be an inactive PRMT paralog. The observed in vivo 

dependence of a very weak enzyme and a catalytically dead paralog strikingly resembles a 

scenario that has been described in the T. brucei polyamine synthesis pathway: the prozyme 

paradigm (207). Here, the functional forms of two enzymes involved in polyamine 

biosynthesis consist ofa barely active enzyme in complex with an inactive enzyme paralog, 

termed prozyme. The functional complex is comprised of two proteins, in which the 

prozyme allosterically activates the enzyme, and the activity of the complex exceeds that 

of the "active" subunit alone on average by 2000-fold (205 , 207). 

In this study, we show that TbPRMTl functions as a heterotetrameric complex formed by 

the enzymatic subunit TbPRMTl ENZ (previous TbPRMTl) and the inactive PRMT paralog 
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TbPRMTl PRO (previous TbPRMT3). Our results demonstrate a novel PRMT organization, 

and represent the first expansion of the trypanosome prozyme paradigm outside the 

polyamine synthesis pathway. These findings suggest that allosteric enzyme activation by 

catalytically inactive paralogs may be a more widespread mechanism for posttranslational 

regulation in trypanosomes than previously appreciated. Furthermore, our results suggest 

the presence of novel PRMT regulatory mechanisms that could also function in higher 

organisms under specific conditions. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 TbPRMTl PRO is missing key catalytic residues 

The T. brucei genome encodes five proteins with high homology to human PRMTs, four 

of which have been previously characterized (126, 184, 188, 189). Pairwise BLAST 

comparisons with human PRMTs indicated that the remaining putative TbPRMT 

(Tb927.10.3560) has the highest sequence similarity to human PRMT3, and therefore this 

enzyme has been formerly referred to as TbPRMT3 (204, 208). In the light of the functional 

results presented in this work, we have renamed Tb927 .10. 3 5 60 as TbPRMT1PRO. Our 

studies also lead us to rename the former TbPRMTl (Tb927.1.4690) as TbPRMTl ENz , and 

these names will be used hereafter. To begin to understand the function of TbPRMTl PRO, 

we first examined its amino acid sequence. In general, Type I PRMTs comprise a 

Rossmann fold that harbors conserved Motifs I, post-I, II, III and double-E loop, as well as 

a ~-barrel domain containing a THW loop (Fig. 2. lA). The TbPRMTl PRO amino acid 

sequence reveals conserved Motifs I, post-I, II and III. However, this protein harbors an E 

to D mutation within its double-E loop (Fig. 2. lB). Although conservative, the analogous 

mutation in rat PRMTl was previously shown to decrease in vitro methylation activity to 
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0.03% compared to wild type enzyme (140). Furthermore, based on phylogenetic analysis, 

TbPRMTl PRO clusters with Type I PRMTs (209) and as such, it is expected to contain a 

THW loop. Strikingly, neither the threonine nor the histidine residue is conserved in the 

region of TbPRMTl PRO corresponding to the THW loop (Fig. 2. lB). These observations 

suggested that TbPRMTl PRO could be an inactive PRMT paralog. 

2.3.2 TbPRMTlPRO forms a complex with TbPRMTl ENZ 

TbPRMTl ENZ has been previously described as an active enzyme that is responsible for the 

majority of ADMA formation in vivo (184). Surprisingly, in vitro we observed a narrow 

substrate specificity and very low activity compared to rat PRMTl (184). Attempts to 

detect TbPRMTl PRO activity have been unsuccessful, reinforcing the idea that it possibly is 

a catalytically inactive PRMT paralog. While investigating the interplay of TbPRMTs in 

T. brucei PF, we noticed that TbPRMT 1 ENZ and TbPRMT 1 PRO share mutual protein 

stability dependency (204). Because this phenomenon is commonly associated with 

proteins that form a complex, we explored the possibility that TbPRMTl ENZ and 

TbPRMTl PRO form a PRMT heteromeric complex. First, we asked whether the mutual 

stability dependency of TbPRMTl ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO is conserved in both culturable T. 

brucei life cycle stages. We induced RNAi of either TbPRMTl ENZ or TbPRMTl PRO in the 

clinically relevant bloodstream form (BF) T. brucei and used western blotting to examine 

levels of both proteins (Fig. 2.2A, left). We observed a decrease in the protein levels of 

both proteins, regardless ofwhich PRMT was repressed. To rule out the possibility that our 

antibodies simply do not discriminate between TbPRMTl ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO, the 

antibodies were tested against E. coli expressed recombinant proteins. Fig. 2.3B lanes (a) 

and ( c) clearly show the specificity of each antibody to its intended target. Furthermore, to 
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ensure that our RNAi constructs were specific to only a single PRMT, we measured 

TbPRMTI ENZ or TbPRMTI PRO mRNA levels in both knockdown (KD) cell lines. In either 

case, we observed no significant change in the mRNA level of the non-target PRMT upon 

RNAi induction (Fig. 2.2A, right), as previously reported in the PF life cycle stage (204). 

Thus, the mutual stability dependence of TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTI PRO occurs on the 

protein level in both life cycle stages. 

Next, we investigated whether TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO are a part of the same 

complex in vivo. Since the stability data suggested the same mechanism in both life cycle 

stages, we performed all subsequent experiments in T. brucei procyclic form (PF), which 

grows to higher densities and therefore is more suitable for proteomic experiments. We 

expressed N-terminally tagged TbPRMTI ENZ_Myc-BirA * and C-terminally tagged 

TbPRMTI PR
O-linker-Strep-His (LSH) in separate cell lines, and precipitated the tagged 

proteins using a-myc antibody or metal affinity resin, respectively. Western blots 

containing input (IN), unbound (U) and bound (B) samples were then probed with a

TbPRMTI ENZ, a-TbPRMTI PRO and a-TbPRMT6 antibodies (Fig. 2.2B). We observed that 

TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTI PRO were efficiently precipitated in both reactions, while 

TbPRMT6 was not present in either. These data are in agreement with our hypothesis that 

TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTI PRO form a heteromer. To confirm this observation, we 

utilized a less direct, but more native approach to investigate the same question. We lysed 

wild type PF T. brucei cells, separated native complexes on a 5-20% glycerol gradient, and 

probed the gradient fractions with a-TbPRMT antibodies (Fig. 2.2C). TbPRMTI ENZ (39 

kDa) and TbPRMT 1 PRO ( 4 2 kDa) co-sedimented in fractions that, according to the size 

standards that were run on a parallel gradient, roughly correspond to a size of a tetramer 
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(160 kDa). In multiple experiments we noticed that a-TbPRMTI PRO antibody detected two 

bands at - 40 kDa; however, upon induction of RN Ai in PF cells only the lower band was 

visibly diminished leading us to conclude that the upper band is likely non-specific ( data 

not shown). In contrast to TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO, TbPRMT6 (41 kDa) peaked in 

a fraction corresponding to a dimer. Together, these data indicate that TbPRMTI ENZ and 

TbPRMTI PRO are part of the same complex in vivo. 

As our in vivo studies did not allow us to determine whether TbPRMTI ENZ and 

TbPRMTI PRO interact directly, we used an in vitro approach to answer this question. To 

this end, we utilized a pETDuet bacterial expression vector that allows for co-expression 

of two proteins under separate T7 promoters (Fig. 2.3A). The two TbPRMTI subunits were 

first cloned separately to permit expression of a single His-tagged PRMT (Fig. 2.3A , 

constructs "a" and "c"). For simplicity, these will be referred to as His-ENZ and His-PRO. 

In separate plasmids, the remaining TbPRMTI ORF was cloned into the second site, which 

resulted in two additional constructs containing His-TbPRMTl ENZ with untagged 

TbPRMTI PRO or His-TbPRMTl PRO with untagged TbPRMTI ENZ_ These constructs will be 

hereafter referred to as His-ENZ/PRO and His-PRO/ENZ (Fig. 2.3A , constructs "b" and 

"d"). Each of the four constructs was separately expressed in E. coli, and metal affinity 

resin was used to purify the His-tagged protein under stringent washing conditions (IM 

NaCl). Next, we probed western blots containing the eluted proteins with a-TbPRMTI ENZ 

and a-TbPRMTI PRO antibodies (Fig. 2.3B). We observed that, in both cases, the untagged 

subunit was purified together with the His-tagged protein, clearly demonstrating a strong, 

direct non-ionic interaction between TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTI PRO_ 
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2.3.3 TbPRMTlENZJTbPRMTl PRO heteromer is the functional unit of the major 

Type I PRMT in T. brucei 

Having confirmed His-TbPRMTl ENZJTbPRMTI PRO heteromer formation in vivo and in 

vitro , we next wanted to investigate the heteromer's in vitro activity. Since our previous 

TbPRMTI ENZ characterization showed that TbPRMTI ENZ downregulation almost 

completely abolishes ADMA formation in T. brucei (184), we expected the heteromer to 

exhibit activity comparable to the major mammalian Type I PRMT, PRMTl. To test the 

PRMT activities of TbPRMTI ENZ, TbPRMTI PRO, and the heteromer containing both 

proteins, and compare their activities to mammalian PRMTl , we incubated rat PRMTl , 

His-ENZ, His-PRO, His-ENZ/PRO or His-PRO/ENZ with [3H]AdoMet in the absence or 

presence (Fig. 2.4) of an RGG-rich substrate. Following the reactions, proteins were 

resolved by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie stained, and the radiolabeled signal was visualized 

by fluorography. We observed that under our experimental conditions both heteromers, 

regardless of which subunit was fused to the N-terminal His-tag, exhibited activity while 

neither subunit alone produced any signal. Furthermore, the His-PRO/ENZ complex 

showed activity comparable to that of the rat PRMTl. From these data, we conclude that 

the TbPRMTI ENZJTbPRMTI PRO heteromer is the active form of TbPRMTl. 

We next wanted to determine the type of methylarginine produced by TbPRMTl. To this 

end, we performed a methylation reaction containing TbPRMTI heteromer, MBP-RGG 

substrate, and [3H]AdoMet. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 hours, based on a 

time course experiment showing that at this time point the reaction was progressing within 

the linear range (Fig. 2.5A). Subsequently, the proteins were TCA precipitated, hydrolyzed 

into amino acids, and analyzed on a cation exchange chromatography column together with 
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unlabeled MMA, ADMA and SDMA standards. Reactions omitting either substrate or 

enzyme served as controls (Fig. 2.5B). We observed a significant amount of ADMA and 

MMA present in the experimental sample, while no trace ofSDMA was recorded. This led 

us to conclude that the TbPRMTl heteromer is a Type I PRMT. We also observed a low 

level of both ADMA and MMA in the PRMT-only control. To determine whether this can 

be attributed to automethylation of the PRMT, we developed the gel presented in Fig. 2.4 

for an additional month, and concluded that the methylated species likely arise primarily 

from methylation of bacterial proteins that were present at low levels as contaminants in 

our TbPRMTl preparation (data not shown). Analysis of either TbPRMTlENZ or 

TbPRMTl PRO alone by cation exchange chromatography revealed no activity as expected 

( data not shown), supporting the classification of TbPRMTl ENZ/TbPRMTl PRO heteromer 

as the major T. brucei Type I PRMT. 

2.3.4 TbPRMTl forms a heterotetramer in solution 

Having determined that the TbPRMTl heteromer is a functional PRMT, we were intrigued 

by the possibility that this heteromer could be larger than the canonical PRMT dimer. The 

glycerol gradient sedimentation ofnative TbPRMTl complex suggested this enzyme could 

function as a tetramer (Fig. 2.2C). PRMTs can reportedly exist in large complexes in vivo 

(161 , 166) and form homo-oligomers in vitro (130, 178, 210, 211). Furthermore, the recent 

human PRMT8 crystal structure revealed a homotetrameric PRMT architecture, suggesting 

the possibility of heterotetrameric inter-member interactions between two PRMT dimers 

(138). To investigate the size of the TbPRMTl heteromer we employed multi-angle light 

scattering (MALS). These studies showed that TbPRMTl adopts exclusively a tetrameric 

structure (~ 160 kDa) in solution (Fig. 2.6). In contrast to the heteromer, TbPRMTl PRO 
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exists as a dimer in solution (Fig. 2.6). TbPRMTl ENZ displays a high degree ofaggregation 

when expressed alone, which precluded MALS analysis of this protein. Together, our data 

indicate that TbPRMTl requires both TbPRMTl ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO to adopt the active 

heterotetrameric structure. 

2.3.5 TbPRMTl ENZ is the catalytic subunit of the TbPRMTl heteromer 

The primary sequence of TbPRMTl PRO suggested that it might be a catalytically inactive 

PRMT paralog. Furthermore, TbPRMTlENz, despite its homology with human PRMTl , 

failed to show signs ofcatalytic activity in this study and only weak activity in our previous 

study (184). Together these facts are reminiscent of a previously described prozyme 

paradigm, typified by two different enzymes in the T. brucei polyamine biosynthesis 

pathway that function as heteromers in which an inactive enzyme paralog allosterically 

activates a catalytically active subunit (205 , 207, 212, 213). With this paradigm and our 

data in mind, we asked whether TbPRMTl ENZ is the sole subunit in the TbPRMTl complex 

that carries catalytic function. To investigate this possibility, we turned to a mutagenesis 

approach. We hypothesized that an introduction of mutations that are known to inactivate 

PRMTs into TbPRMTl ENZ would lead to a total loss ofheteromer activity, while the same 

mutations introduced into TbPRMTl PRO sequence should leave the activity intact. Previous 

studies indicated that a mutation in conserved Motif I residues leads to loss of PRMT 

activity, likely due to disruption of AdoMet binding (214, 215). Thus, we introduced a G 

to R mutation in the second G of the GxGxG in Motif I of either TbPRMTl ENZ or 

TbPRMTl PRO in the context of the heteromeric enzyme. This mutation has been shown to 

completely abolish activity of a yeast PRMTl homolog (215). To diversify our approach, 

we also introduced a mutation that would inactivate a PRMT by a different mechanism. 
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We mutated the second E in the double-E loop to Q (E135Q), a mutation previously shown 

to abolish PRMT activity without affecting AdoMet binding (140, 192). As noted above, 

TbPRMTl PRO carries a D at this position (D180Q). Studies ofmammalian PRMTl showed 

that, while E to D mutation seriously hinders activity, Q at this position completely 

abolished measurable PRMT activity (140). 

The mutations described above were separately introduced into a pETDuet construct 

encoding for His-PRO and untagged ENZ (Fig. 2.3A construct (d)) and the proteins were 

purified via the His-tag. The presence of both proteins in these purifications was verified 

by WB ( data not shown) and the equimolar representation of each subunit was confirmed 

by visual examination of the Coomassie staining (Fig. 2.7). 

First, we analyzed the AdoMet binding properties of wild type and mutant TbPRMTl 

heterotetramers to determine whether both subunits directly participate in AdoMet binding. 

Even in homodimeric yeast and mammalian PRMTs, it is not clear whether AdoMet binds 

to one or both monomers. Because deletion of the dimerization arm ofrat PRMTl leads to 

a complete loss of AdoMet binding it is generally accepted that dimerization is a necessary 

prerequisite to bind AdoMet (140). Similarly, mutation of the dimerization arm was 

recently shown to abolish dimerization and catalytic activity in TbPRMT7 (192). However, 

crystal structures of the conserved PRMT core shows that the active site is likely formed 

within a single monomer rather than on the interface of the two subunits, leaving both 

subunits with equal potential to bind the cofactor (140, 192, 216). Interestingly, human 

PRMT8, which has been recently found to multimerize in solution, reportedly contains a 

single AdoMet molecule per dimer (138), although this finding has been challenged (139). 

In our case, despite the natural mutations in TbPRMTl PRO that suggest inactivity, its Motif 
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I, which is thought to play an important role in AdoMet binding, is well conserved. 

Therefore, we could not rule out direct involvement of TbPRMTI PRO subunit in AdoMet 

binding. To determine the roles of TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO in AdoMet binding 

within the active heteromer, we UV crosslinked [3H]AdoMet to the His-PRO/ENZ 

heteromer, resolved the proteins on SDS-PAGE and visualized the radioactive signal by 

fluorography. We observed a single radioactive band, whose signal was fully outcompeted 

by a 50-fold excess of unlabeled AdoMet, but not by excess dATP, thereby demonstrating 

the specificity of the crosslinking (Fig. 2.7A). We then performed the same assay using the 

heteromers in which one of the subunits carried an inactivating mutation (Fig. 2.7B). We 

observed that both double-E loop mutants, His-(D180Q)PRO/ENZ and His

PRO/(E 135Q)ENZ, were capable ofAdo Met binding, which was in accord with mutational 

studies on mammalian PRMTl showing that, while this residue in the double-E loop is 

crucial for catalysis, it contributes very little to AdoMet binding (140). The retained ability 

to bind AdoMet also reassured us that the introduced mutations do not distort protein 

folding. We next analyzed AdoMet binding in heteromers with Motif I mutations in each 

of the subunits. Remarkably, while AdoMet binding of the heteromer was abolished when 

Motif I of TbPRMTl ENZ was mutated (Fig. 2.7B, His-PRO/(G63R)ENZ), the heteromer 

harboring mutation of Motif I in the TbPRMTI PRO subunit was perfectly capable of 

AdoMet binding (Fig. 2.7B, His-(G106R)PRO/ENZ). This led us to conclude that 

TbPRMTI ENZ is the sole AdoMet binding subunit of the complex. 

To investigate the contribution of the TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTI PRO subunits to the 

catalytic activity of the heteromeric TbPRMTI complex, we next performed a gel-based in 

vitro methylation assay. TbPRMTI , [3H]AdoMet, and substrate were mixed and incubated 
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for 18 hours at 22°C, and methylated products visualized by fluorography (Fig. 2.7C). 

Heteromers containing mutations in either double-E loop (His-(D180Q)PRO/ENZ) or 

Motif I (His-(G 106R)PRO/ENZ) of TbPRMTl PRO exhibited activity comparable to wild 

type complex. In stark contrast, complexes that carried mutations in either the double-E 

loop or Motif I of TbPRMTl ENZ were catalytically dead (Fig. 2.7 C, His-PRO/G63R)ENZ 

and His-PRO/(E15Q)ENZ). Therefore, we conclude that TbPRMTlENZ is the catalytic 

subunit of the TbPRMTl heterotetramer. 

2.4 Discussion 

In this report, we describe a novel mode of PRMT organization and function. TbPRMTl , 

the major Type I PRMT in the early branching eukaryote T. brucei (184), is a functional 

heterotetramer comprised of two subunits. The previously reported TbPRMTl protein 

(184, 208) (here renamed TbPRMTlENZ) bears a striking sequence identity to human 

PRMTl . By itself, TbPRMTl ENZ exhibits no detectable activity under the conditions tested 

here despite retaining all critical PRMT motifs and displaying over 50% amino acid 

identity with human PRMTl. Nevertheless, TbPRMTl ENZ constitutes the catalytically 

active subunit of the tetramer. The second subunit of the tetramer previously referred to as 

TbPRMT3 (204, 208), is renamed here TbPRMTl PRO _ TbPRMTl PRO is catalytically 

inactive, but is essential for the allosteric activation of TbPRMTl ENZ_ This unique PRMT 

organization represents the first reported obligate heteromeric PRMT in any organism. 

Two other T. brucei enzymes, both within the polyamine synthesis pathway, have been 

shown to function in a similar manner: TbDHS and AdoMetDC (205 , 207, 212, 213 , 217). 

In both cases, a catalytically inactive enzyme paralog termed prozyme dramatically 
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stimulates the function of the true enzyme. This mode of organization and activation was 

coined the "prozyme paradigm" by the Phillips laboratory, thus leading to the TbPRMTl 

naming convention described above (207). Inactive enzyme paralogs, called 

pseudoenzymes, are common in eukaryotes. By some estimates, 10% of human enzyme 

domains are predicted to be catalytically inactive, and this estimate is even higher for 

worms and flies at 15% (218). The importance of these proteins is becoming increasingly 

apparent as pseudoenzymes are assigned biological functions. For example, iRhoms, 

inactive enzymes resembling rhomboid proteases, act in the ER to promote degradation of 

specific proteins or maturation of others (219). In another example, omithine 

decarboxylase homologs regulate activity of omithine decarboxylases by countering their 

inhibitory antienzymes (220). Nevertheless, the degree of activation observed in 

trypanosome enzyme-prozyme pairs is exceptional. It has been postulated that the dramatic 

control of enzyme activities via the enzyme-prozyme mechanism was expanded in 

trypanosomes in response to their lack of transcriptional control and the almost exclusive 

reliance on posttranscriptional and posttranslational mechanisms of gene regulation (221 ). 

The present study is the first report of an enzyme-prozyme complex in trypanosomes 

outside the polyamine synthesis pathway. Our data suggest that this type of control 

mechanism may indeed be amplified in these organisms and that additional examples of 

enzyme-prozyme pairs likely await discovery in trypanosomes. 

Novel means of enzyme regulation stemming from the enzyme-prozyme mechanism have 

been reported. For example, the AdoMetDC prozyme is present in limiting amounts, and 

it is rapidly upregulated when AdoMetDC activity is chemically inhibited, allowing 

increased flux through the pathway (213). This regulation takes place at the level of 
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prozyme translation, apparently triggered by decarboxylated AdoMet (222). TbPRMTI is 

unlikely to be controlled by an analogous mechanism since the stabilities of TbPRMTI PRO 

and TbPRMTI ENZ proteins are mutually exclusive, similar to DHS and its prozyme (205). 

Intriguingly, however, TbPRMTI PRO, but not TbPRMTI ENZ, is reportedly phosphorylated 

(90, 91), bound to mRNA (60), and trafficked to stress granules in starved trypanosomes 

(223). This suggests that TbPRMTI PRO could be, in certain situations, operating 

independently of TbPRMTI ENZ, possibly as a homodimer (Fig. 2.6). An interesting 

observation made during our work was that, while TbPRMTI PRO can be readily purified 

from E. coli in the absence of the enzyme, TbPRMTI ENZ is notably unstable by itself and 

aggregates. This lead us to postulate that TbPRMTI PRO may act as a chaperone towards 

TbPRMTI ENZ, and the mutual protein stability effect we observe could reflect different 

protein degradation mechanisms for the two subunits. In that case, sequestration of 

TbPRMTI PRO into stress granules would efficiently abolish TbPRMTI activity for the 

duration of the stress and allow for a quick recovery once the cells enter a less hostile 

environment. Further research will focus on mechanisms of TbPRMTI regulation, 

allowing us to conclusively determine the advantages T. brucei gains from utilizing a 

heteromeric PRMTl . 

The discovery of a heterotetrameric, prozyme-activated PRMT may also have relevance to 

methyltransferase organization and regulation in higher eukaryotes. The most striking 

parallel with the prozyme paradigm emerged from the work on the human RNA 

methyltransferase complex METTL3-METTL14. In this complex, METTL3 constitutes 

the catalytic core and binds AdoMet, but requires allosteric activation and stabilization by 

METTL14 (224, 225). While METTL14 has been reported to exhibit weak in vitro 
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methylation activity (226), the phylogenetic analysis suggests that the METTL14 catalytic 

core has lost its function (227). In another example, mammalian PRMT7 and PRMT9 both 

harbor two catalytic modules in tandem forming a pseudo-dimer. The data suggests that in 

both cases only the N-terminal PRMT module contains conserved residues and binds 

AdoMet, although the inactive module is necessary for the enzyme activity (136, 228-230), 

which is somewhat reminiscent of activation of TbPRMTl ENZ by TbPRMTl PRO_ In regards 

to possible PRMT multimerization, we show here that TbPRMTl forms a tetramer in vitro 

and sediments at a size corresponding to a tetramer in wild type cell lysate separated on a 

glycerol gradient. Based primarily on crystallographic studies, Type I and III PRMTs are 

considered to function predominantly as homodimers with the exception of yeast PRMT 1 

(HMTl) (140, 192, 210, 216, 231 , 232). However, two recent structural studies of human 

PRMT8 revealed a tetrameric enzyme bound to a single molecule ofAdoMet per canonical 

dimer (138) or a possible octameric helical assembly (139). Furthermore, larger oligomers 

of Type I PRMTs are often observed by both size exclusion chromatography and glycerol 

gradient fractionation, and some evidence suggests that the oligomerization may be 

necessary for PRMT activity (130, 139, 140, 178, 233 , 234). Together, these findings imply 

that PRMT oligomerization may be more common than previously thought. Moreover, not 

only have PRMTs been shown to homooligomerize, but some studies support the 

possibility that PRMTs in mammals and plants have the ability to form heteromers. For 

example, mammalian PRMT2 can interact with PRMTl both in vivo and in vitro, although 

the extent to which this occurs in vivo is unknown (162). Interestingly, recombinant 

PRMT2 enhanced the activity of recombinant PRMTl up to 15-fold, even when PRMT2 

harbored inactivating mutations, suggesting a possible regulatory role for PRMT2. Human 
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PRMT3 was first identified in a yeast-two-hybrid screen using PRMTl as bait (178), and 

the interaction of human PRMTl and PRMT8 has been documented by several high

throughput studies and directed experiments (163 , 235-237). InArabidopsis , two CARMI 

(PRMT4) homologs interact in vitro and in vivo, although homodimeric CARMI 

complexes are also present (238). The functional significance of these heteromeric PRMT 

interactions remains to be explored. However, one possibility is that, while trypanosomes 

evolved to utilize heteromeric PRMTl as their main arginine methylation enzyme, the 

same mechanism may be used in mammals and plants, albeit on a much smaller scale and 

under specific conditions, to provide an additional level of enzyme regulation. 

2.5 Experimental procedures 

2.5.1 T. brucei cell culture and generation of cell lines and antibodies 

TbPRMTI ENZ or TbPRMTI PRO doxycycline inducible RNAi cell lines were generated as 

described in (204). Briefly, plasmids were linearized using the Notl restriction site and 

electroporated into BF single marker T. brucei strain (239) with Amaxa Nucleofactor™ 

system. Cells were cultured in HMI-11 media supplemented with 10% FBS (240). 

Transformants were selected with 2.5 µg/mL phleomycin and clones were obtained by 

limiting dilution. RNAi was induced for four days with 2.5 µg/mL of doxycycline. 

pLEWl00-Myc-BirA* vector (241) was a kind gift from Graham Warren (Max F. Perutz 

Laboratories, University of Vienna and Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria). 

The complete open reading frame for TbPRMTI ENZ was amplified using TbPRMTI ENZ 5' 

Aflll and TbPRMTI ENZ BamHI 3' STOP (primers listed in Table 2.1), and cloned into the 

Aflll and BamHI sites ofpLEWl00-Myc-BirA*. To facilitate readthrough of PRMTl in 
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these sites, the stop codon ofMyc-BirA* was deleted using the primers BirA STOPdel 5' 

and BirA STOPdel 3'. 

Mutagenesis was carried out as described below. The plasmid pLEWl00-LSH with a C

terminal linker followed by the Strep(II) tag and eight repeats of histidine (His) was 

constructed as follows. First, Strep(II) 8xHis tag was cloned into pLEWl 00 (239) digested 

with Hindlll/BamHI. Fifteen pmol ofeach primer used in the reaction described below was 

phosphorylated with T4 PNK and ATP in Buffer A for 30 min at 37°C, followed by 

inactivation for 10 min at 75°C. Primer pairs were pooled and incubated for 94°C 1 min, 

50°C 1 min, and 24°C 1 min to facilitate annealing. Primers 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B were 

then pooled, the primer mix (0.75 pmol each primer) was ligated with 200 ng restricted 

pLEWl00 plasmid with T4 DNA Ligase, and ligated plasmids were transformed into DH5-

a E.coli. Linker was then added to the resulting plasmid by digesting pLEWl00-Strep(II) 

8xHis with Xhol/BamHI and ligating in phosphorylated primers 13A, 13B, as above. Both 

pLEWl00-Myc-BirA *-PRMTl ENZ and pLEWIO0-PRMTPRO_LSH were linearized with 

Notl restriction enzyme and transfected into T. brucei strain 29-13 PF cells. Resultant cell 

lines were selected with 2.5 µg/mL phleomycin or 1 µg/mL puromycin, respectively. 

TbPRMTl ENZ, TbPRMTl PRO, TbPRMT6 and p22 antibodies were described previously 

(189, 204, 242). 

2.5.2 Co-immunoprecipitation of PRMTl isoforms 

The immunoprecipitation of TbPRMTl ENZ with the tagged TbPRMTl PRO-LSH was 

performed following a four-day induction of TbPRMTl PR0 -LSH using 2.5 µg/mL 

tetracycline. Cells were pelleted and resuspended in 6.5 mL of PBS with 0.1 % NP-40, an 

EDTA free Protease Inhibitor tablet (Roche, 1 tablet per 50 mL oflysis buffer), 50 µg/mL 
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DNase I, and 1 mM CaCb. Cells were lysed for 20 min at 4°C, followed by centrifugation 

at 14,400 g for 15 mins. The recovered supernatant was bound to TALON cobalt beads 

(ClonTech) for one hour at 4°C. The flowthrough was collected, followed by washing with 

50 mL PBS. Bound TbPRMTlPRo was then eluted with 150 mM imidazole. Eluted 

fractions were analyzed by western blot. 

The reciprocal immunopreciptation was performed using PF cells expressing Myc-BirA *

PRMTl ENZ_ Cells were induced for four days using 2.5 µg/mL doxycycline and collected 

by centrifugation. The cell pellet was resuspended in 7.4 mL of PBS with 0.1 % NP-40, an 

EDTA free Protease Inhibitor tablet (Roche, 1 tablet per 50 mL of lysis buffer) and 1 mM 

DTT. Cells were lysed for 20 min at 4 °C and then supernatant collected by centrifugation 

at 14,400 g for 15 min. The supernatant was then bound to 100 µL anti-Myc-Sepharose 

beads (ICL) for 3 hours at 4 °C. The flowthrough was collected and the beads rinsed with 

20 mL ofPBS with 0.1 % Tween-20. Bound TbPRMTl ENZ was eluted with 100 mM glycine 

[pH 2.5] directly into 1 M Tris [pH 8.7] to neutralize the elutions. Eluted fractions were 

analyzed by western blot. 

2.5.3 Recombinant protein cloning, mutagenesis and expression 

TbPRMTl was expressed in BL-21 E.coli strain using pETDuet-1 vector that allows for 

co-expression of two genes under separate T7 promoters. First, we inserted a single 

nucleotide into pETDuet-1 sequence between the His-tag and BamHI site to correct a 

frame-shift that would arise from using said site (primers pETDuet BamHl frame fix 5' 

and pETDuet BamHl frame fix 3 ') . TbPRMTl ENZ or TbPRMTl PRO full open reading 

frame, excluding the stop codon, was then amplified using TbPRMTlENZ_ORF-BamHI-5' 

and TbPRMTlENZ -ORF-Hindlll-3' or TbPRMTlPRO_ORF-BamHI-5' and TbPRMTlPRO 
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ORF-Hindlll-3 ' pnmers and cloned into the first multiple cloning site (MCS) using 

BamHI/Hindlll restriction sites ( construct "a" and "c" in Fig. 2.3A) to allow for expression 

ofa single N-terminally His-tagged protein. To generate constructs "b" and "d" (Fig. 2.3A), 

the full open reading frame of the second TbPRMTI subunit, including the stop codon, was 

amplified with TbPRMTIENZ -ORF-Ndel-5 ' and TbPRMTlENZ -ORF-Xhol-3 ' or 

TbPRMTlPRO_ORF-Ndel-5 ' and TbPRMTlPRO_ORF-Xhol-3 ' primers and cloned into 

Ndel/Xhol site. Construct "d" was then used to generate catalytically inactive mutants. 

Overlapping primers containing the desired mutation were extended by KOD Hot Start 

DNA polymerase (Novagen) and digested overnight by Dpnl prior to transformation. 

Recombinant protein expression was induced in BL21 E. coli strain by adding O.1 mM 

IPTG and subsequent growth at l 8°C overnight. Bacterial pellets were resuspended and 

incubated for 20 minutes in PBS [pH 7.4] supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF, 50 µg/mL 

DNAse I (Sigma), 1 mM CaCb and 50 µg/mL lysozyme and then sonicated. NaCl was 

then added at IM followed by three more rounds of sonication. The lysate was centrifuged 

for 20 min at 25 ,000 g and the supernatant was incubated for 3.5 hours with TALON® 

metal affinity resin (ClonTech). The resin was washed and proteins were eluted with PBS 

containing 200 mM imidazole. Samples were then dialyzed against PBS and flash frozen. 

The purification protocol of mutant protein included 10 µg/mL RNAse A during lysis and 

15 mM imidazole throughout. Rat GST-PRMTl and MBP-RGG substrate were expressed 

and purified as described previously (184, 243). 

The protein used for light scattering was expressed from a pETDuet-1 vector with 

TbPRMTI PRO in MCS 1 (restriction sites Ncol and Notl) and TbPRMTI ENZ in MCS2 (Ndel 

and Xhol). The vector contained a PreScission protease (GE Healthcare) cleavage site for 
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His-tag removal from TbPRMTl PRO_ Protein expression followed the same protocol as 

previously described for TbPRMT7 (192) . Briefly, protein purification encompassed 

affinity chromatography on a Ni-NT A column (Qiagen), ion exchange chromatography on 

a HiTrap Heparin HP 5ml column (GE Healthcare), and gel filtration on a HiLoad 

Superdex 200 16/60 column (GE Healthcare). 

2.5.4 In vitro methylation assays and methylated species identification 

In vitro methylation assays were performed as described previously (184). Briefly, 1.2 µM 

total PRMT was mixed with 0.2 or 2 µM substrate and 0.7µM [3H]AdoMet (Adenosyl 

-L-Methionine, S-[methyl-3H]-, 55-85Ci (2 .03-3.15TBq)/mmol; PerkinElmer) in PBS [pH 

7.4] containing 1 mM PMSF in a final volume of 50 µL. Reactions we carried out for - 18 

hours at 22°C. After separation on SDS-PAGE the gel was incubated with EN3HANCE 

solution (PerkinElmer) for 1 hour, dried and exposed to film at -80°C overnight. The 

samples shown in Fig. 2.7C also contained 2 mM DTT, which led to substantial reduction 

of necessary exposure time from - 18 hours to 1 hour. 

Time-course of His-PRO/ENZ complex activity. Under our experimental conditions, we 

showed that product formation from the His-PRO/ENZ complex was linearly dependent 

upon time for at least the two-hour reaction time used for chromatographic analysis in Fig. 

2.5B. Five PBS-based reactions containing 60 pmol ofHis-PRO/ENZ, 10 pmol MBP-RGG 

substrate and 1 mM PMSF were initiated by addition of 2 µCi of [3H]AdoMet (Adenosyl

L-Methionine, S-[methyl-3H]-, 55-85Ci (2.03-3.15TBq)/mmol; PerkinElmer). Total 

reaction volume was 50 µL. In vitro methylation was allowed to progress for 1, 3, 5, 10, 

and 20 hours; reactions were stopped by the addition of SDS WB Sample buffer. After 
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separation on SDS-PAGE, the gel was incubated with EN3HANCE solution (PerkinElmer) 

for 1 hour, dried and exposed to film at -80°C overnight. 

Identification of methylarginine species was performed as previously published (192). 

Briefly, His-TbPRMTl PRO/ENZ was incubated with substrate and TCA precipitated. The 

resulting protein mixture was digested by acid hydrolysis. Amino acids were analyzed by 

cation exchange chromatography in the presence ofunlabeled ADMA, SDMA, and MMA 

standards. 

2.5.5 AdoMet-PRMT UV cross-linking 

To crosslink PRMTs to [3H]AdoMet, 1.6 µM total PRMT was mixed with 1.4 µM 

[3H]AdoMet (78 Ci/mmol) in 50 mM phosphate buffer [pH 7.4] in the presence of 5 mM 

DTT in a final volume of 50 µLand incubated at 4°C for - 18 hours. Samples were then 

UV crosslinked for 10 mins on ice 1 cm from the UV lamp using a UV Stratalinker 2400 

(Stratagene). After separation of proteins on SDS-PAGE, the gel was Coomassie stained, 

incubated with EN3HANCE solution (PerkinElmer) for 1 hour, dried and exposed to film 

at -80°C for 1 week. 

To determine the specificity of UV cross-linking assay to AdoMet, 1.6 µM total PRMT 

was mixed with 1.4 µM [3H]AdoMet in 50 mM phosphate buffer [pH 7.4] in the presence 

of 5 mM DTT and incubated at 22°C for - 10 minutes (50 µL reaction volume). Following 

initial incubation, 50x excess of dATP or unlabeled AdoMet was added to control 

reactions. Samples were then incubated at 4°C for - 18 hours. Samples were UV 

crosslinked for 10 minutes on ice 1 cm from the UV lamp using a UV Stratalinker 2400 

(Stratagene). After separation of proteins on SDS-PAGE, the gel was Coomassie stained, 
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incubated with EN3HANCE solution (PerkinElmer) for 1 hour, dried and exposed to film 

at -80°C for 1 week. 

2.5.6 Multi-angle light scattering 

Untagged TbPRMTl ENZJPRO and TbPRMTl PRO were characterized by multi-angle light 

scattering following size-exclusion chromatography. The identity of the proteins used for 

light scattering analysis was confirmed by mass spectrometry analysis. Protein at 50 µM 

(TbPRMTl ENZJPRO) and 130 µM (TbPRMTl PRO) was injected onto a Superdex 200 10/300 

GL size-exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in a buffer 

containing 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5 , 200 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM TCEP. The chromatography 

system was connected in series with an 18-angle light scattering detector (DAWN 

HELEOS) and refractive index detector (OptilabrEX) (Wyatt Technology). Data were 

collected every second at a flow rate of 0.15 mL/min at 25 °C. Data analysis was carried 

out using the program ASTRA, yielding the molar mass and mass distribution 

(polydispersity) of the sample. 

2.5.7 Quantitative RT PCR 

TbPRMTl ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO RNAi cell lines were grown for four days in the absence 

or presence of 2.5 µg/mL (replicate 1) or 4 µg/mL (replicate 2) of doxycycline. 250 mL of 

each cell culture was then harvested and resuspended in 1 mL TRizol reagent (Ambion). 

RNA was isolated according to manufacturer's instructions and subsequently re-extracted 

by acidic phenol RNA purification procedure. 10 µg of RNA/sample was DNAse treated 

using Ambion DNA-free Kit (Invitrogen) and re-extracted with acidic phenol. cDNA was 

synthesized using random hexamer primers with iScript Select cDNA Synthesis Kit 

(BioRad) according to manufacturer's instructions. Levels of each PRMT mRNA were 
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then assayed by qRT PCR using qPCRl TbPRMTl ENZ and qPCRl TbPRMTl PRO primer 

pairs in the first replicate. Second replicate qPCR used primer pairs qPCR2 TbPRMTl ENZ 

and qPCR2 TbPRMTl PRO_ Between samples, mRNA levels were normalized to the levels 

of ~-tubulin mRNA. 

2.5.8 Glycerol gradient sedimentation 

5-20% glycerol gradients were prepared as follows. 5.5 mL of buffer A (20 mM HEPES 

[pH 7.9] , 10 mM MgCh, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol) was poured into an 

ultracentrifugation tube and frozen at -80°C. 5.5 mL of Buffer B (20 mM HEPES [pH 7.9] , 

10 mM MgCh, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol) was layered on top of the frozen 

Buffer A. The tubes then underwent four freeze/thaw cycles at -80°C to create a linear 

glycerol gradient. lx109 wild type 29-13 procyclic form T. brucei cells/sample were 

harvested. Cell pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml lysis buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 8.0] , 150 

mM NaCl, 0.1 % NP-40, an EDTA free Protease Inhibitor tablet (Roche, 1 tablet per 50 

mL oflysis buffer), 50 µg/mL DNAse I, 1 mM CaCh). Cells were lysed for 20 min at 4°C 

by addition of Triton X-100 to a final concentration of 1 % (v/v). Lysates were cleared by 

centrifugation for 15 min at 15 000 g. Cleared lysate was loaded on top ofa 5-20% gradient 

and centrifuged at 32 000 RPM for 16 hours in a SW41 Beckman rotor. Size standards 

consisting of proteins with known sedimentation coefficients were run on a parallel 

gradient (cytochrome c (1.9S), BSA (4.3S), yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (7.4S), catalase 

(11.3S), thyroglobulin (19S)) . 0.5 mL fractions were collected and probed with a-TbPRMT 

antibodies. Size standard fraction contents were visualized by Coomassie stain. 
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Table 2.1. List of oligonucleotides used in this study 

Primer name 

4A 

4B 

5A 

5B 

6A 

6B 

13A 

13B 

qPCR1 TbPRMT1 ENZ5' 

qPCR1 TbPRMT1ENZ3• 

qPCR1 TbPRMT1 PRO5' 

qPCR1 TbPRMT1 PR03• 

qPCR2 TbPRMT1 ENZ5' 

qPCR2 TbPRMT1 ENZ3' 

qPCR2 TbPRMT1 PRO5' 

qPCR2 TbPRMT1 PR03• 

TbPRMT1 ENZ5' Aflll 

TbPRMT1ENz BamHI 3' STOP 

BirA STOPdel 5' 

BirA STOPdel 3' 

pETDuet BamH1 frame fix 5' 

pETDuet BamH1 frame fix 3' 

TbPRMT1 ENz_ORF-BamH 1-5' 

TbPRMT1 ENz -ORF-Hindlll-3' 

TbPRMT1ENz -ORF-Ndel-5' 

TbPRMT1 ENz -ORF-Xhol-3' 

TbPRMT1 PR0-ORF-BamHl-5' 

TbPRMT1 PRo ORF-Hindlll-3' 

TbPRMT1 PR0-ORF-Ndel-5' 

TbPRMT1 PR0-ORF-Xhol-3' 

G63R TbPRMT1ENZ 5' 

G63R TbPRMT1ENZ 3' 

G106R TbPRMT1 PRO 5' 

G106R TbPRMT1 PRO 3' 

E135Q TbPRMT1ENZ 5' 

E135Q TbPRMT1ENZ 3' 

D180Q TbPRMT1 PRO 5' 

D1 80Q TbPRMT1 PRO 3' 

Primer sequence 

AGCTTCAATTGCTCGAGGGATCCATGTGGAGCC 

CCACATGGATCCCTCGAGCAATTGA 

ATCCGCAGTTCGAGAAGCATCATCACCATCA 

GGTGATGATGCTTCTCGAACTGCGGATGGCT 

CCACCATCACTCTAGATAGA 

GATCTCTATCTAGAGTGATGGTGGTGAT 

TCGAGGGATCCGGTGGCTCCGGAGGTAGTA 

GATCTACTACCTCCGGAGCCACCGGATCCC 

CGTTCTCACTGCTTTGTTTG 

TTTCCGAAGAAGTGGAAGAG 

GCGTGTATGGGGGTATTTAG 

AACATGTTCTTGCACACGAC 

GGTTTAAGGGCACAATTCGC 

ACACCTTTTGTTTCCCGAGG 

GAAGCAATGTCCTCACAGACT 

AAGCAGACAAACAGACGCT 

GACTTAAGATGACGGTGGACGCAAATGCCGCC 

GAGGATCCCTACCGCAGCCGAAAATCCTGG 

CGCAGAGAAGCTCGAGCTTAAGATGACGGTG 

CACCGTCATCTTAAGCTCGAGCTTCTCTGCG 

CATCATCACCACAGCGCAGGATCCATG 

CATGGATCCTGCGCTGTGGTGATGATG 

GTAGGATCCATGACGGTGGACGCAAATG 

GTAAAGCTTCTACCGCAGCCGAAAATCCT 

GTACATATGATGACGGTGGACGCAAATG 

GTACTCGAGCTACCGCAGCCGAAAATCCT 

GTAGGATCCATGTCACCGAAGAAAAACTCGG 

GTAAAGCTTTCAATACCTTTGGTAGTTGTACGTG 

GTACATATGATGTCACCGAAGAAAAACTCGG 

GTACTCGAGTCAATACCTTTGGTAGTTGTACGTG 

CTTGATGTTGGTTGCAGGACGGGAATCCTTTC 

GAAAGGATTCCCGTCCTGCAACCAACATCAAG 

GCATTTGGGGTGCAGAATGGGGTTGG 

CCAACCCCATTCTGCACCCCAAATGC 

TCCTACTCTATCAGTCTATGTTAAACACCG 

CGGTGTTTAACATAGACTGATAGAGTAGGA 

GACCATTCTTGATCAATCAGCCACTGCTAGAAGAGGC 

GCCTCTTCTAGCAGTGGCTGATTGATCAAGAATGGTC 
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--l4111h1\l~W 
Rossmann fold ~-barrel domain 

Figure 2.1. TbPRMTI PRO lacks motifs important for PRMT activity. (A) Schematic 
representation of PRMT motifs. Not to scale. (B) Selected motifs from Clustal Omega 
alignment of T. brucei and H sapiens type I PRMTs. * marks conserved residues in the 
double-E loop. 
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Figure 2.2. TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTl PRO form a complex. (A, left) The stabilities of 
TbPRMTI ENZand TbPRMTI PRO proteins are mutually dependent. Lysed BF T. brucei cells 
with the indicated TbPRMT either expressed (E) or repressed (R) were probed with 
antibodies against specific TbPRMTs. a-p22 antibody was used as a load control. * marks 
a non-specific band. Image is representative of three biological replicates. (A, right) RNAi
mediated depletion of either TbPRMTI PRO or TbPRMTI ENZmRNA does not significantly 
affect mRNA level of their counterpart. mRNA levels of each TbPRMTI subunit were 
determined using qRT PCR. Data was plotted as induced/uninduced RNAi cell mRNA 
levels. Data points represent technical replicates within two biological replicates . 
Horizontal line represents mean. (BJ TbPRMTI ENZ_Myc-BirA* and TbPRMTl PRO-LSH 
were expressed from an exogenous locus in separate cell lines. Input (IN), unbound (U) 
and bound (B) proteins from precipitations of tagged TbPRMTs were probed with a
TbPRMT antibodies. a-TbPRMT6 served as specificity control. Image is representative of 
two biological replicates . (C) Glycerol gradient sedimentation patterns of TbPRMTI ENZ 
and TbPRMTIPRO overlap in a range suggesting a tetramer formation. Wild type 29-13 
procyclic form T. brucei cell lysate was fractionated on a 5-20% glycerol gradient. 
Fractions were probed with a-TbPRMT antibodies. Size standards were run on a parallel 
gradient. * marks a contaminating species recognized by the TbPRMTI PRO antibody. 
Image is representative of two biological replicates. 
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Figure 2.3. (A) Schematic ofpETDuet-1 constructs used to express His-TbPRMT 1 ENZ ( a) , 
His-TbPRMTl ENZJPRO (b), His-TbPRMTl PRO (c), His-TbPRMTl PRO/ENZ (d). (BJ 
TbPRMTI ENZ and TbPRMTI PRO interact directly. Constructs shown in panel C were 
expressed in E. coli. His-tagged protein was purified and the elutions were probed with the 
indicated a-TbPRMT antibodies. Image is representative of two biological replicates. 
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Figure 2.4. TbPRMTI ENZJPRO heteromer is the active form of a major T. brucei PRMT. In 
vitro methylation assay. MBP-RGG substrate was incubated with TbPRMTs in the 
presence of [3H]AdoMet. Proteins were separated by SDS-P AGE and visualized by 
fluorography and Coomassie staining. TbPRMTI ENZ (His-ENZ) and TbPRMTl PRO (His
PRO) do not exhibit any activity under the selected experimental conditions. The heteromer 
containing His-TbPRMTl PRO/ENZ exhibits activity comparable to rat GST-PRMTl. 
Reaction where MBP-RGG was excluded were used as a control (no substrate). S -
substrate; E - enzyme; * - contaminant. Image is representative of two technical replicates. 
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Figure 2.5. (A) Under our experimental conditions, His-PRO/ENZ complex activity 
progresses in a linear range at the two-hour reaction time. Five identical methylation 
reactions were set up. At each time point, a single reaction was quenched. After separation 
on SDS-PAGE, the gel was incubated with EN3HANCE solution (PerkinElmer) for 1 hour, 
dried and exposed to film at -80°C overnight. Density of each signal was measured and 
plotted (right panel). NoS - no substrate was added to reaction. Image is representative of 
two technical replicates. (BJ High resolution ion exchange chromatography analysis of 
methylarginine derivatives catalyzed by His-TbPRMTl PRO/ENZ_ His-TbPRMTI PRO/ENZ was 
incubated with substrate and TCA precipitated. The resulting protein mixture was digested 
by acid hydrolysis . Amino acids were analyzed by cation exchange chromatography in the 
presence of unlabeled ADMA, SDMA, and MMA standards. Experiment was performed 
once. 
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Figure 2.6. Molecular mass determination and Rayleigh ratio of TbPRMTI ENZJPRO and of 
TbPRMTI PRO by multi-angle light scattering (MALS) coupled to size exclusion 
chromatography (Superdex 200 10/300 column, GE Healthcare). The light scattering 
Rayleigh ratio (left ordinate; TbPRMTI ENZJPRO light red, TbPRMTI PRO grey) and the molar 
mass distribution (right ordinate; TbPRMTI ENZJPRO dark red, TbPRMTI PRO black) versus 
the elution volume is shown. TbPRMTI PRO forms a heterotetramer, while TbPRMTI PRO is 
dimeric. TbPRMTI ENZ on its own is unstable and could therefore not be analyzed by 
MALS. Image is representative of two biological replicates . 
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Figure 2.7. TbPRMTl ENZ is the catalytic subunit of TbPRMTl ENZ/PRO complex. (A) 
AdoMet is specifically crosslinked to His-ENZ/PRO complex. His-ENZ/PRO was 
incubated with [3H]AdoMet (A). After 10 minutes of incubation, 50-fold excess of 
unlabeled AdoMet (B) or dATP (C) was added. Samples were then incubated at 4°C for 
- 18 hours and UV crosslinked. After separation of proteins on SDS-P AGE, the gel was 
incubated with EN3HANCE solution (PerkinElmer) for 1 hour, dried and exposed to film. 
Image is representative of two biological replicates. (B)AdoMet binding capacity of 
TbPRMTl ENZ/PRO_ TbPRMTs were incubated with [3H]AdoMet and UV crosslinked. 
Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by fluorography and Coomassie 
staining. G---+R mutation targets AdoMet binding Motifl, while E---+Q ( or D---+Q in the case 
of TbPRMTl PRO) emulates a mutation previously shown to abolish rat PRMTl activity 
without affecting AdoMet binding capacity of the enzyme. Experiment was performed 
once. (C) In vitro methylation assays of His-TbPRMTl PRO/ENZ mutants. TbPRMTl wild 
type (His-PRO/ENZ) or mutant heteromers were incubated with MBP-RGG substrate in 
the presence of [3H]AdoMet (left panel). Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and 
visualized by fluorography and Coomassie staining. Either MBP-RGG substrate or PRMT 
were omitted in the control reactions (right panel). Image is representative of three 
technical replicates. 
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Chapter 3 

T. brucei PRMTl is a nucleic acid binding protein with a role in energy metabolism 

and starvation stress response 

Lucie Kafkova, Chengjian Tu, Kyle L. Pazzo, Kyle Smith, Erik W. Debler, Kimberly S. 
Paul, Jun Qu, Laurie K. Read 

Kyle L. Pazzo contributed Fig. IE, Kyle Smith helped with analysis of the data in Fig. 

5B, Erik W. Debler generated recombinant proteins used for an experiment showed in 

Fig. 7E. Chengjian Tu ran mass spectrometry analysis. 

I contributed Fig. 3. IA-D, F , Fig 3.2, Fig. 3.3 Fig, 3.4, Fig 3.5 except data analysis shown 

in panel 3.5B, Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 and all tables. 
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3.1 Summary 

Trypanosoma brucei is a causative agent of human and animal African trypanosomiasis, 

also known as sleeping sickness, a disease with nearly 100% fatality rate when untreated. 

Current drugs are expensive, toxic and highly impractical to administer, prompting the 

community to explore various unique aspects of T. brucei biology in search of better 

treatments. T. brucei transcribes genes in large, functionally unrelated, polycistronic units 

and utilizes mRNA binding proteins to regulate gene expression. Arginine methylation 

preferentially targets RNA binding proteins; therefore, it is likely to have a large impact on 

T. brucei biology. Here, we demonstrated that cells depleted of a major type I 

methyltransferase, TbPRMTI , show decrease in virulence in animal model. We determined 

protein steady state levels in cells lacking TbPRMTI and observed changes in energy 

metabolism, namely decrease in glycolytic enzyme abundance and increase in proline 

degradation pathway component levels. These changes resemble the metabolic remodeling 

T. brucei undergoes through its life cycle progression. Potential TbPRMTI substrates were 

identified among proteins that change mRNA association in TbPRMTI depleted cells and 

amongst TbPRMTI interacting proteins. Many proteins involved in T. brucei starvation 

stress response were found interacting with TbPRMTl. Our results show that lack of 

TbPRMTI indeed strongly hinders the ability of T. brucei to form cytoplasmic mRNA 

granules in starvation conditions. Finally, we show that TbPRMTI has an ability to bind 

nucleic acids in vitro and in vivo , a feature completely novel to PRMT enzymes. We have 

reasonable grounds to believe that nucleic acid binding could be a feature common to 

PRMTl homologs in other organisms including humans, therefore our finding could 
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impact research m fields as distant as human cancer biology and immune response 

modulation 

3.2 Introduction 

Trypanosoma brucei is a parasitic protozoan causing African sleeping sickness in Sub

Saharan Africa. An estimated 70 million people are at risk of the infection, and WHO 

estimates roughly 20,000 new cases per year (196). The parasite is transmitted between the 

mammalian hosts via an insect vector: a fly belonging to the Glossina spp., also called the 

tse-tse fly. Throughout its life cycle T. brucei changes both its morphology and physiology 

to adjust to nutritional and immunological conditions encountered in the hosts. The 

bloodstream form (BF) that thrives in mammalian blood utilizes glycolysis, 

compartmentalized in a specialized organelle called glycosome, as the main energy source 

(244). BF cells utilize a quorum sensing mechanism to detect a high parasite load and 

transform to a non-dividing stumpy stage that is pre-adapted to life in the insect vector 

(19). Once taken up by the fly, the parasites continue to progress through the life cycle, 

further changing their physiology. The procyclic form (PF) inhabiting the fly' s midgut 

turns to proline degradation coupled to the TCA cycle to cope with the lack of glucose in 

its environment (24). These changes are reflected in the size of the parasite's single 

mitochondrion, that in PF takes up much of the cytoplasmic space, as well as in the 

utilization of oxidative phosphorylation, which is almost exclusively active in PF. The 

changes T. brucei undergoes through its life cycle are almost solely controlled on the post

transcriptional level, since T. brucei utilizes polycistronic transcription of functionally 

unrelated genes to generate the individual mRNAs through the processes of 5' trans

splicing and 3' cleavage and polyadenylation (26). The major means of gene regulation are 
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embodied in the mRNA binding proteome, which in tum is regulated by a multitude of 

mechanisms including post-translational modifications (PTM). Protein arginine 

methylation is a PTM that disproportionally targets RNA binding proteins in T. brucei as 

well as in mammals ( 119, 182, 183). Arginine methylation, which in T. brucei affects about 

15% of the proteome, is catalyzed by protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) that 

can be classified to three types based on the end product of their catalytic activities (135 , 

182, 183). All three types can catalyze the formation of co-~ -monomethylarginine 

(MMA). While Type III PRMTs are limited to this modification, Type I PRMTs can 

catalyze formation of co-~,~-asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA) and Type II 

PRMTs create co-~ ,N 'G-symmetric dimethylarginine (SDMA). T. brucei harbors four 

PRMTs that represent all three types and engage in a functional interplay (195). 

TbPRMTl is a type I PRMT that we previously showed to catalyze the majority of ADMA 

formation in vivo (184). TbPRMTl influences the function of proteins involved in RNA 

editing and controls the mRNA stabilizing and destabilizing functions of the RNA binding 

protein, DRBD18, in PF T. brucei (62, 184, 186, 187, 245). However, more global impacts 

on cell function have not been investigated, and TbPRMTl function has not been examined 

in BF T. brucei. TbPRMTl structure is highly unusual since, unlike other characterized 

type I PRMTs that form homodimers or homomultimers, it functions as a heterotetramer 

of an enzymatic subunit (ENZ) and a catalytically inactive PRMT paralog termed prozyme 

(PRO) (138-140, 178, 245). The ENZ/PRO nomenclature was previously established for 

two enzymes functioning in T. brucei polyamine biosynthesis pathway (205 , 207). The two 

TbPRMTl subunits mutually stabilize each other on the protein level and, while the PRO 

subunit does not carry out catalysis, it is indispensable for TbPRMTl function. PRO is not 
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only needed for proper ENZ folding, but also significantly contributes to substrate binding 

through its unstructured N-terminal domain (Hashimoto, et al., submitted). 

Here, we examine the in vivo role and in vitro properties of TbPRMTI using mouse model, 

biochemical, cell biological, and global proteomic strategies in BF and PF T. brucei. Our 

results show that although TbPRMTI is not strictly needed for BF T. brucei growth in 

culture, the protein contributes to T. brucei virulence in an animal model. We further show 

that in the absence of TbPRMTI , the BF parasites downregulate enzymes involved in 

glycolysis and upregulate pathways that utilize alternative energy sources. We quantified 

changes in the mRNA bound proteome and, although we did not find changes in mRNA 

association of proteins with known function in regulating metabolism-related transcripts, 

we identified several proteins whose association with mRNA was significantly altered in 

the TbPRMTI depleted background. Mostly 

to identify TbPRMTI in vivo substrates, we noted an overrepresentation of stress-related 

proteins associating with TbPRMTI. We confirmed the biological significance of this 

finding by demonstrating a defect in mRNA granule formation during nutritional stress in 

PF cells depleted for TbPRMTI. Finally, we show that TbPRMTI itself is able to associate 

with nucleic acids, which is a completely novel feature in this class of enzymes. Thus, the 

present studies reveal that TbPRMTI plays significant roles in trypanosome virulence, 

metabolism, and RNA biology. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 TbPRMTl contributes to T. brucei virulence 

We began by establishing whether TbPRMTI is essential for T. brucei survival in the 

mammalian host. As an RN Ai-based knockdown had no effect on BF growth in vitro (data 
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not shown), we generated a TbPRMTl knock-out (KO) cell line in BF T. brucei to 

unequivocally determine whether the enzyme plays a role in virulence. Two alleles of 

TbPRMTl ENZ subunit were replaced with blasticidin and puromycin resistance cassettes, 

whose incorporation into the genome was determined by PCR on genomic DNA using both 

TbPRMTl UTR-based and OFR-based primers (Fig. 3.lA). Growth ofwild-type (WT) and 

KO cell lines was then measured over the course of 11 days, and a mild but reproducible 

growth phenotype was observed (Fig. 3.lB). To ascertain whether this phenotype could be 

attributed to the loss of TbPRMTl or whether it should be ascribed to cell line specific 

differences, we complemented the KO with the ENZ subunit of TbPRMTl exogenously 

expressed under doxycycline control. We expressed the exogenous ENZ for two weeks and 

then monitored growth over a three-day period. We calculated doubling times ofWT, ENZ 

KO and ENZ KO+AB (add back) cell lines and determined that the mild growth phenotype 

could indeed be attributed to the loss of TbPRMTl (Fig. 3.lC). Next we confirmed that the 

exogenous ENZ also restores the arginine methyl landscape of BF trypanosomes (Fig. 

3.lD). We probed WT, ENZ KO and ENZ KO+AB cell lysates with a-ENZ, a-ADMA and 

a-MMA antibodies. We saw that loss of ENZ leads to steep increase in proteins bearing 

the MMA mark, a phenomenon previously observed in mammals as well as in T. brucei 

(165 , 195). We also observed a modest decrease in proteins recognized by a-ADMA 

antibody. It is important to note, that the a-ADMA antibody recognizes only a small 

number of all proteins bearing the ADMA mark in the cell. In previous studies we found 

that while the decrease of proteins recognized by this antibody is modest, the increase of 

proteins bearing the MMA mark is quite striking (195). Upon exogenous expression of 

ENZ, the ADMA profile fully corresponded to the WT landscape. The MMA profile 
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mostly corresponded to the WT landscape. It is possible that the proteins which remain 

monomethylated after ENZ has been expressed for four days simply have an extremely 

long tum-over rate. Therefore, we conclude that the changes in methyl landscape in the 

ENZ KO cell line can be attributed to the loss of TbPRMTl . Having established the ENZ 

KO strain, we infected mice with either WT or ENZ KO T. brucei to determine the impact 

of TbPRMTl in a living system. We found that the ENZ KO leads to a significantly 

prolonged life expectancy of T. brucei infected mice compared to WT (Fig. 3.lE, p = 

0.008). Therefore, TbPRMTl plays a role in promoting T. brucei virulence. 

To continue probing TbPRMTl biological significance, we wanted to determine 

TbPRMTl localization within the cell. Since the antibody we raised against ENZ peptide 

was not specific enough for immunolocalization, we tagged the PRO subunit endogenously 

with a Neon Green lxTY tag. The PRO subunit was chosen based on our previous data 

suggesting that tagging the ENZ subunit leads to decreased TbPRMTl in vitro activity 

(245). We localized the protein with a-TY antibody and determined that TbPRMTl is 

primarily cytoplasmically localized and exhibits a distinct patchy pattern (Fig 3.lF). While 

we clearly saw a reduced signal in the nucleus compared to the cytoplasm, the signal was 

not entirely absent, suggesting that as in other organisms TbPRMTl could be shuttling 

between nucleus and cytoplasm (159). 

3.3.2 TbPRMTl knock-out leads to metabolic reprogramming and changes mRNA 

association of small subset of proteins 

RNA binding proteins are a major protein group targeted by PRMTs across the 

evolutionary spectrum (119, 182, 183, 246). Although arginine methylation of RNA 

binding proteins has mostly been shown to alter protein-protein interactions, examples of 
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altered affinity for RNA upon modulation of arginine methylation state have been shown 

(119, 246-248). Since RNA binding proteins constitute the major means of regulating T. 

brucei proteome, we asked whether the lack of TbPRMTl changes association of certain 

proteins with mRNA. To this end, we isolated the mRNA bound proteome from WT and 

ENZ KO cell lines and subjected the eluates to quantitative mass spectrometry. We 

anticipated that any observed changes in the mRNA bound proteome could be due to either 

altered mRNA association or altered protein abundance in the cell. In order to discriminate 

between these two possibilities, we first established steady state abundances of proteins in 

WT and ENZ KO cell lines by quantitative mass spectrometry analysis. We identified 4856 

proteins out of the 9598 currently annotated in the TriTryp database as protein coding. We 

saw that 385 proteins decreased in abundance (> 1.5 fold, p < 0.05) and 167 proteins 

increased their abundance(> 1.5 fold, p < 0.05) (Table 3.S1). We confirmed these changes 

by western blotting for several proteins that did not change in abundance, MRB800 that 

decreased in abundance, and UMSBPl that increased in abundance (Fig. 3.2A, Fig. 3.S1). 

Upon careful examination of the changes, we noticed that many of the proteins whose 

abundance is altered upon ENZ KO are involved in T. brucei energy metabolism (Table 

3.1). Interestingly, the KO of ENZ in BF cells leads to upregulation of the proline 

degradation pathway, including the mitochondrial proline transporter (Fig. 3.2B). This 

pathway is typically utilized in PF T. brucei cells that lack access to glucose (24). 

Furthermore, we see an upregulation of certain subunits of respiratory chain complexes 

and famesyl pyrophosphate synthase that is involved in synthesis of CoQ (Table 3.1). The 

most prominent increase in abundance was noted in the citric acid cycle, namely in the 

level of citrate synthase, which increased tenfold. We also noted a marked decrease in 
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enzymes participating m the major pathway of energy production in BF T. brucei: 

glycolysis. Specifically, hexokinase, the enzyme responsible for glucose commitment to 

glycolysis, decreased in abundance to about 50% of WT levels. Similar decreases were 

noted in the levels of glucose-6-phosphate isomerase, an enzyme working directly 

downstream from hexokinase, and in alanine aminotransferase. Alanine aminotransferase 

is responsible for conversion of pyruvate to alanine, a pathway that was discovered to be 

extensively utilized in BF trypanosomes (249). We also noticed a decrease in several 

enzymes with putative roles in inositol metabolism (Table 3.1 , other). Three out of four T. 

brucei fatty acyl CoA synthetases decreased in abundance, indicating a decrease in the rate 

of fatty acid synthesis. At the same time, glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase levels 

starkly dropped upon ENZ KO, indicating a downstream decrease in triglyceride synthesis. 

Possibly related to these changes could be the roughly 50% decrease in aquaglyceroporin 

2 (AQP2) channel abundance. AQP2 is a glycerol transporter residing in the T. brucei cell 

membrane that has been linked to drug resistance in African trypanosomes (250). 

Overall, the observed changes in levels ofmetabolic proteins resembled changes we would 

typically see during transition of BF to PF. However, when we compared the entire dataset 

to proteins previously shown to be up/downregulated in PF or BF, we did not see a 

significant overlap with those that change upon ENZ KO (50). We did, however, notice an 

increase in P AD2, a protein involved in conveying the differentiation signal in the BF to 

PF life cycle transition (20). P AD2 is absent from the long slender BF stage, increases in 

abundance in the stumpy stage, and remains on the surface once the cells progress to the 

PF stage. We wanted to verify the increase in P AD2 in BF upon ENZ KO through western 

blot using anti-PAD2 antibodies (20). We were unable to quantitate the increase due to the 
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absence of P AD2 signal in our WT cells. However, we do clearly observe a detectable 

amount of P AD2 in ENZ KO cells, validating the increase in this key differentiation 

molecule (Fig. 3.2(). Overall, we conclude that the loss of ENZ leads to a dysregulation 

of T. brucei metabolism. This effect may be achieved through regulatory mechanisms that 

play a role in life cycle progression, or alternatively may be a compensatory effect as the 

cells cope with the stress of ENZ loss. 

Having established steady state levels of proteins in our WT and ENZ KO cell lines, we 

proceeded to quantify changes in the mRNA bound proteome. WT and KO cells were UV 

cross-linked, and mRNA was affinity purified using oligo( dT) coated magnetic beads 

following a previously published procedure with minor modifications (60). The mRNA 

with bound proteins was eluted off the beads, and proteins were quantified by mass 

spectrometry (Table 3.S2). We identified 234 proteins including 129 out of 155 proteins 

that were previously identified as mRNA binding in BF T. brucei by Lueong, et al. (60). 

We observed significant changes in abundance of 16 proteins(> 1.5 fold, p < 0.05) in ENZ 

KO compared to WT (Table 3.2). Of these, 14 proteins were also identified in the whole 

cell proteome analysis (Table 3.S1). Only the levels of RBP35 (Tb927.9.12360) and 

NOPP44/46-2 (Tb927.8.750) significantly changed on the whole cell level, although eight 

proteins showed a trend that suggested a possible change, but did not pass the significance 

criteria (Table 3.2). The protein description in Table 3.2 includes post-transcriptional 

activator/repressor annotation that was established by a genome-wide tethering screen 

(251 ). To verify the mRNA bound proteome dataset, we repeated the mRNA purification 

experiment in biological triplicate and detected selected proteins by western blot. Based on 

available antibodies, we chose to assay levels of ZFP3 (Tb927.3.710, unchanged), 
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NOPP44/46-1 (Tb927.8.760, decreased), and aldolase (Tb927.10.5620, increased). 

Although neither ZFP3 nor NOPP44/46-1 was identified as mRNA binding by Lueong et 

al. based on the strict 0.01 false discovery rate (FDR) criterion, both proteins were enriched 

in mRNA bound sample with FDR < 0.05. On the other hand, we were skeptical about our 

result indicating increased aldolase mRNA binding upon ENZ depletion as this protein, 

while identified in Lueong et al., was not enriched with FDR < 0.05. Indeed, the aldolase 

western blot did not reveal a significantly increased association with mRNA in the ENZ 

KO cell line, although there was a trend that suggested a mild increase. We concluded that 

the steep increase in al dolase mRN A association observed by mass spectrometry was likely 

an artifact caused by the sheer abundance of this enzyme. In contrast, western blot analysis 

confirmed our mass spectrometry results for ZFP3 and NOPP44/46-1 , demonstrating 

unchanged levels for the former and a decrease of the latter to less than 30% of WT levels. 

Interestingly, we previously showed that NOPP44/46-1 is heavily decorated by ADMA, 

consistent with it being a potential substrate of TbPRMTl (183). Having verified the 

dataset, we more closely analyzed the proteins that changed their mRNA association in 

ENZ depleted cells. We were intrigued by the change in mRNA association of eIF4G5 , its 

interacting protein G5-IP, and two members of the NOPP44/46 family. eIF4G5 forms a 

complex with eIF4E6 and G5-IP. The complex has affinity for capped mRNAs, but its 

absence does not significantly hinder overall translation rate (252). NOPP44/46 is a 

trypanosome specific protein family that bears extensive, life cycle regulated tyrosine 

phosphorylation and has been indicated in ribosomal 60S subunit maturation (253). Since 

NOPP44/46-1 is known to shuttle between nucleus and cytoplasm, we first wanted to see 

whether the decrease in NOPP44/46-1 mRNA binding could be due to mislocalization (54). 
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We immunolocalized the protein, but did not observe any change between WT and ENZ 

KO cell lines (Fig. 3.3B). Next, given the role of these proteins in translation, we were 

intrigued whether ENZ KO could lead to altered translation rate of all or a subset of 

proteins. We pulsed the cells with [35S]Met and separated the nascent proteins on SDS

PAGE. We noticed a reproducible decrease in a ~50 kDa and ~38 kDa protein translation, 

but did not see any overall translation defect (Fig. 3.3C). Thus, loss of TbPRMTl alters 

the mRNA binding capacity of a small number of proteins, which in tum may lead to 

specific impacts on mRNA translation. 

3.3.3 TbPRMTl is necessary for efficient T. brucei starvation stress response 

To begin to distinguish secondary effects of TbPRMTI depletion from the primary affected 

pathways, we need to determine possible TbPRMTI substrates. Since our antibodies are 

not specific enough to immunoprecipitate either ENZ or PRO subunit, we attempted to 

purify exogenously expressed PRO-myc-his-T AP (PRO-MHT) from BF T. brucei to 

identify associated proteins that may be substrates. We were unable to achieve sufficient 

expression for proteomic analysis in BF, and so switched to PF cells that generally allow 

for better exogenous protein expression. We successfully expressed PRO-MHT and 

purified associated proteins. Complexes were eluted by TEV protease cleavage to 

minimize contaminants, and cells in which PRO-MHT expression was not induced were 

used as a negative control. We refined our dataset by eliminating all proteins that were 

identified by <2.5x peptides over the negative control, using the replicate with lower 

peptide count for that specific protein. Applying this criterion, we identified enriched 

biological process GO terms for our dataset. We observed a significant enrichment for 

proteins involved in metabolic processes and various levels of gene expression, findings 
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that supported our previous data indicating TbPRMTl involvement in regulation of T. 

brucei metabolism (Fig. 3.4A). Unsurprisingly, when we looked at molecular function GO 

terms, the overwhelming majority of identified proteins fell into the RNA binding protein 

category (Fig. 3.4A). A single protein was identified in common between the proteins that 

changed their mRNA association and proteins that co-purify with TbPRMTl: a nucleolar 

protein with unknown function (Tb927.9.10400). Although not identified as methylated on 

arginine residues in our proteome wide screen ((182, 183) and unpublished data), 

Tb927.9.10400 sequence contains multiple RGG motif repeats, which are typically 

targeted by arginine methylation, making Tb927.9 .10400 a promising target for future 

studies. One finding that caught our eye was the significant overlap of proteins that co

purify with TbPRMTl and proteins that are enriched in T. brucei starvation granules (223) 

(Fig. 3.4B) (p = 5.3x10-8
). This includes SCD6, a stress related protein that was previously 

reported to co-purify with TbPRMTl (254). Association of TbPRMTl with starvation 

stress related granules was particularly striking since the PRO subunit of TbPRMTl itself 

was enriched in a recent proteomic analysis of stress granules (223). To investigate a 

possible role of TbPRMTl in stress granule formation, we utilized a PF ENZ RNAi cell 

line that efficiently ablates PRO and ENZ protein levels when induced by doxycycline 

(195). Either uninduced or RNAi induced cells were starved by two-hour incubation in 

PBS, and mRNA was subsequently visualized by oligo(dT) fluorescent in situ 

hybridization (FISH) (Fig. 3.5A). We classified the cells as either stressed (clearly 

containing RNA granules), intermediate (some granulation might be present) and normal 

(mRNA distributed evenly throughout cytoplasm) (Fig. 3.5B, lower). We observed a 

statistically significant decrease in cells that were able to form stress granules upon 
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TbPRMTI depletion (Fig. 3.5B, upper). Together, these data demonstrate a role for 

TbPRMTI in starvation stress granule formation in PF T. brucei and suggest potential 

substrates that may contribute to this effect. 

3.3.4 TbPRMT1 directly binds to nucleic acid 

The effect of TbPRMTI on stress granule formation lead us to investigate the possibility 

that TbPRMTI might itself be able to associate with RNA. This notion was supported by 

a recent report showing that more PRO peptides were purified with the mRNA than in 

negative control in the mRNA bound proteome study, although the significance criterion 

was not met ( 60). To investigate whether TbPRMT 1 has RNA binding properties, we began 

by analyzing TbPRMTI mRNA in vivo association. We attempted using our peptide 

antibodies to determine mRNA association; however, the results, while encouraging, were 

not entirely conclusive due to the amount of non-specific bands the antibody generated in 

the mRNA bound sample (data not shown). Therefore, we utilized our PRO-MHT cell line 

to purify the mRNA bound proteins. Due to the presence of protein A moiety in the TAP 

tag, the secondary a-rabbit antibody strongly recognized the tagged protein (Fig. 3.6). We 

saw a clear association of PRO-MHT with mRNA as well as presence of our positive 

control, DRBD 18. Our negative control, p22, was not present in the final eluate. Therefore, 

we concluded that PRO associates with mRNA in vivo. To confirm that PRO directly 

associates with RNA, we turned to in vitro methods. Since our attempts to identify in vivo 

TbPRMTI mRNA targets were unsuccessful, we utilized a 102 nt P32 body-labelled pBSC 

SK- RNA. We incubated the RNA with TbPRMTI , individual TbPRMTI subunits and 

other T. brucei PRMTs, UV cross-linked the samples, separated them on SDS-PAGE and 

visualized RNA bound complexes (Fig. 3.7A). We observed no RNA binding when only 
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ENZ TbPRMTI subunit was present, although this result should be viewed with caution, 

since the ENZ subunit is difficult to purify by itself and is prone to aggregation. 

Importantly, we saw clear RNA binding of the PRO subunit both incubated alone with 

RNA and within the context of the entire TbPRMTI heterotetramer. We also observed 

binding ofTbPRMT7, type III T. brucei PRMT, a PRMT that was enriched in the published 

mRNA bound proteome to similar degree as TbPRMTI (60). TbPRMT6 was not found 

cross-linked to RNA, suggesting that in vitro RNA binding is not a default feature of all 

PRMTs. Next, we wanted to utilize another, more native, method to confirm that 

TbPRMTI binds RNA in vitro. We incubated increasing concentrations of TbPRMTI or 

its PRO subunit with labelled RNA and resolved the reactions on native PAGE, resulting 

in an electrophoretic mobility shift (EMSA) ofprotein bound RNA. We saw a distinct shift 

of RNA migration at the highest protein concentrations (2 and 4 µM). This suggests a 

relatively low affinity of TbPRMTI for pBSC RNA, but confirms TbPRMTI RNA binding 

ability. Some proteins exhibit affinity for specific polynucleotide sequences, and the in vivo 

mRNA binding activity of TbPRMTI suggested it could exhibit high affinity for poly(A). 

To investigate whether TbPRMTI has a preference for specific polynucleotides, we 

performed the in vitro RNA crosslinking assay using a 47 nt transcript of pBSC sequence 

in the presence of increasing amounts of unlabeled poly(A), poly(C), poly(U) and poly(G) 

to determine their abilities to compete for binding to the labeled probe. In these assays, 

PRO exhibited a preference for poly(U) and poly(G), but little binding to poly(A) or 

poly(C). Considering the low affinity of TbPRMTI for RNA, we wanted to determine 

whether TbPRMTI binds RNA specifically or whether the binding ability extends to all 

nucleic acids. We incubated TbPRMTI with labelled RNA in the presence of cold RNA or 
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DNA competitor. We saw that both competitors performed equally; therefore, we 

concluded that TbPRMTl has nucleic acid binding ability. In another study (Hashimoto, et 

al. submitted), we determined that TbPRMTl tetramerization is necessary for TbPRMTl 

methylation activity. We thus wanted to test whether the tetramerization also influences 

TbPRMTl RNA binding properties. We performed the RNA cross-linking assay on a 

battery ofmutants that were unable to tetramerize. We observed that while tetramerization 

is not required for RNA binding, specific mutations in either the ENZ or PRO subunits of 

TbPRMTl decrease the RNA binding potential of the protein complex. The fact that 

specific mutations are able to decrease TbPRMTl RNA affinity strongly suggests that 

TbPRMTl RNA binding is a specific and biologically relevant property of the enzyme, 

and they open a window to further studies that will determine the residues directly involved 

in TbPRMTl RNA binding. 

3.4 Discussion 

Arginine methylation is a ubiquitous posttranslational modification that influences a broad 

spectrum of eukaryotic cellular processes (125 , 141-144, 156). The enzymes catalyzing 

this modification, PRMTs, are astonishingly well conserved throughout eukaryotic 

kingdom. The enzymatic subunit of TbPRMTl , for example, shares a 53% amino acid 

sequence identity with human PRMTl , a homology quite unusual between organisms with 

such evolutionary distance between them. In this study, we provide biochemical and cell 

biological characterization of TbPRMTl. We show that in BF T. brucei, TbPRMTl 

exhibits strong cytoplasmic and modest nuclear localization, plays a role in virulence in 

the animal model, influences energy metabolism and changes mRNA association ofa small 

subset of proteins. In insect stage parasites, loss of TbPRMTl significantly hinders the 
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parasite's ability to form mRNA containing cytoplasmic granules as a response to 

starvation stress. Furthermore, we show that TbPRMTI is itself able to bind nucleic acids 

both in vitro and in vivo. 

Trypanosomes extensively modulate their energy metabolism throughout their life cycle as 

well in response to available nutrients (201 , 255). Glycolysis is the main pathway that 

provides energy for BF T. brucei cells (256). Upon knock-out of ENZ that efficiently 

ablates TbPRMTI , we see approximately 50% decrease in hexokinase 2 (TbHK2) and 

phosphoglucose isomerase levels. We also noted a mild decrease in hexokinase 1 (TbHKl), 

phosphoglycerate kinase, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase and alanine 

aminotransferase levels. Together, these data suggest a decrease in utilization ofglycolysis. 

Hexokinase catalyzes a virtually irreversible reaction that commits glucose to glycolysis. 

In other eukaryotes, hexokinase is inhibited by excess ADP and glucose 6-phosphate. 

However, in T. brucei the two proteins encoding hexokinase homologs are regulated 

separately by various products of T. brucei metabolism including fatty acids (257). 

Furthermore, the proline degradation pathway, generally utilized as an energy source in PF 

cells cultured in absence of glucose, is slightly upregulated in the ENZ knock-out cell line 

(24). In some cases, arginine methylation can influence protein stability, suggesting that at 

least some of the proteome changes may be a direct result of TbPRMTI enzymatic activity 

(258, 259). Our proteome-wide screen identified R278 dimethylation of TbHK2 and R183 

dimethylation of glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase (unpublished data), suggesting that 

perhaps arginine methylation is directly involved in regulation of these enzymes. To 

confirm possible direct regulation of T. brucei metabolism through arginine methylation, 
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future studies will assess mRNA and protein levels as well as methylation status of key 

metabolic enzymes. 

The observed proteomic changes could also be secondary effects of dysregulation of 

mitochondrial gene expression. TbPRMTl has been shown to affect function ofRBP16, a 

protein involved in mitochondrial RNA editing and stability (186). In fact, several proteins 

with some degree of association with mitochondrial RNA editing machinery have been 

found both methylated and present in the PRO-MHT purification. Most prominently, a 

large number of peptides of MRB1590 (Tb927.3.1590) were identified in the TbPRMTl 

purification, and MRB1590 was found methylated on R668 (183). MRB1590 is necessary 

for editing the mitochondrial ATPase 6 transcript and interacts with editing machinery in 

an RNA dependent manner. The crystal structure revealed an unusual RNA binding pore 

within ABC-ATPase fold (260). The protein does not associate with the canonical RNA 

editing machinery very stably and according to the TrypTag project seems to be localizing 

to cytoplasm and nucleolus rather than just into mitochondrion, suggesting a possible dual 

localization and function for this protein (261 ). 

Since the increase in citric acid cycle enzymes and utilization of pro line are typical for PF 

stage trypanosomes, it is also possible that the metabolic changes we observe are mediated 

through proteins typically involved in T. brucei differentiation. Interestingly, all mRNAs 

encoding proline degradation pathway enzymes are bound by DRBD3 (262). DRBD3 was 

not found methylated in our screen; however, it does harbor an RGG motif that is typically 

targeted by PRMTs. Furthermore, starvation stress alters the composition of DRBD3-

associated ribonucleoprotein complex and causes DRBD3 to localize into cytoplasmic 

granules (263). These data suggest that the starvation stress phenotype we observe in PF 
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and metabolic reprogramming seen in BF cells could be functionally linked. Another 

candidate protein that could be responsible for some of the observed changes is 

Tb927.11.2250, a hypothetical conserved protein that bears an ADMA mark, co-purifies 

with TbPRMTl , has RNA binding properties, is enriched in stress granules and was 

identified in a genome-wide screen for genes involved in driving stumpy formation (19). 

Stumpy formation is thought be triggered by nutritional and quorum sensing mechanisms 

(19). Interestingly, in ENZ KO we detected decreased mRNA association of HYP2 

(Tb927.9.4080), a protein that contains DksA zinc finger motif involved nutritional status 

and quorum sensing responses in prokaryotes, and which has been identified as a part of 

quorum sensing signaling cascade in T. brucei (19). 

A defect in nutritional sensing is a possible explanation for the metabolic reprogramming. 

Such a defect could also account for the hindered ability of TbPRMTl depleted PF cells to 

react to starvation stress, although it is more likely that this phenotype is caused by lack of 

methylation ofone or more stress-related proteins that associate with TbPRMTl. The most 

obvious candidate for PRMTl-mediated cytoplasmic granule formation control would be 

SCD6/RAP55. SCD6 is a translational repressor with a function in stress granule formation 

in yeast and mammals (264-266). SCD6 function is modulated by HMTl /PRMTl in yeast 

and mammals and in T. brucei SCD6 strongly interacts with TbPRMTl (254, 267-270). 

Furthermore, in T. brucei, SCD6 was shown to be methylated on three arginine residues 

(254). However, unlike SCD6 in other organisms, TbSCD6 does not seem to be necessary 

for formation of mRNA containing granules under starvation conditions (254). Therefore, 

it is possible that the lack ofmRNA containing cytoplasmic granules in stressed TbPRMTl 

depleted cells is connected to dysregulation of other TbPRMTl associated, stress granule 
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enriched proteins such as RBP33 , Alba3 , PUF6 or perhaps hypothetical proteins associated 

with TbPRMTI . We cannot rule out that, while the mRNA fails to aggregate, the proteins 

involved in the starvation response still migrate into discrete locations in the cell. To see 

whether this is the case, future studies will assay localization of stress-related proteins in 

TbPRMTI RNAi cell line during starvation stress. 

We show that TbPRMTI has nucleic acid binding properties and associates with mRNA in 

vivo . Future studies will be focused on determining the purpose of this property. One 

possibility is that TbPRMTI can methylate RNA as well as arginines. TbPRMTI shares 

features of Mettl3/Mettl 14 human RNA methyltransferase. Mettl3/14 form a heterodimer 

in which Mettl3 is a catalytically active subunit while Mettl14 plays a critical structural 

role necessary for substrate recognition (224). Future studies can determine in vivo targets 

of TbPRMTI and test for RNA methylation activity. Another possibility is that the RNA 

binding plays a role in structural positioning around the protein substrate such as in case of 

human lysine SETI methyltransferase (271 ). It is possible that nucleic acid binding is a 

conserved PRMTl property rather than a feature specific to T. brucei. PRMTl was 

identified amongst the mRNA associated proteins in two independent mRNA bound 

proteome studies using human hepatocytic HuH-7 cells and human embryonic kidney cells 

HEK293 (272, 273). Interestingly, human PRMTl localizes to cytoplasmic granules upon 

arsenite treatment, suggesting further similarities between the two enzymes (274). Neither 

TbPRMTI or HsPRMTl contain a known RNA binding domain. We identified certain 

residues that, when mutated, attenuate TbPRMTI RNA binding, suggesting it may be 

possible to create a nucleic acid binding deficient mutant that could in tum be used to 

further probe the biological significance of this feature . 
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In summary, we show TbPRMTI affects T. brucei virulence, metabolic gene expression 

and ability and the ability to form starvation stress granules. We identified a subset of 

proteins that change their mRNA association upon TbPRMTI depletion, providing new 

directions for examining the role played by arginine methylation in regulation of RNA 

binding proteins. Furthermore, we demonstrated that TbPRMTI itself has an ability to 

associate with nucleic acids, a finding that could likely be true for other eukaryotic PRMTl 

homologs. We identified candidate TbPRMTI targets that play a role in a broad spectrum 

of processes, which extends the impact of this work to numerous fields of study, such as 

life cycle progression, translation, stress response and metabolic regulation. Future studies 

will be aimed at distinguishing primary effects of TbPRMTI loss from downstream 

proteome changes and deciphering the role nucleic acid binding plays in the TbPRMTI 

mechanism of action. 

3.5 Experimental procedures 

3.5.1 T. brucei cell culture, growth curves and generation of cell lines and 

antibodies 

PF 29-13 strain (239) was cultured in SM media (Hyclone) supplemented with MEM 

vitamin solution (Gibco), penicillin, streptomycin and 10% FBS . BF SM427 strain was 

cultured in HMI-11 media supplemented with 10% FBS (275). All electroporations were 

performed using an Amaxa Nucleofactor™ system. 

ENZ KO was created by replacement of both alleles with resistance cassettes. All primer 

sequences are available in Table 3.S4. pJETl.2 (Fermentas) vector was digested with 

Xhol/Xbal and ligated back together with phosphorylated primer pairs MCS 4A, MCS 4B 

and MCS 5A, MCS 5B to create pKOJET. Next, resistance cassettes PURO and BSD, 
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were PCR amplified, digested with BamHI/Kpnl, and ligated into the pKOJET vector 

digested with BamHI/Kpnl. We then amplified 125 nt of the ENZ 5' UTR and 3'UTR 

sequences, and cloned them to flank the resistance gene. Primers ENZ 5'UTR AMP and 

ENZ 3'UTR AMP were then used to amplify the UTR flanked resistance gene. Five µg of 

each phenol-chloroform purified PCR was then used for two consequent transfections. 

First, the PURO construct was transfected, transfectants were selected using 50 ng/ml 

puromycin, and clones were obtained by limiting dilution. Incorporation of the construct 

was checked by PCR on genomic DNA (gDNA) using primers ENZ 5'UTR AMP and ENZ 

3 'UTR AMP. A single positive clone was selected and transfected with BSD cassette PCR 

in the absence of selection drugs. Transformants were then selected by adding 5 µg/ml 

blasticidin and 50 ng/ml puromycin. Clones were obtained by limiting dilution and 

screened for incorporation of both cassettes by ENZ 5'UTR AMP and ENZ 3'UTR AMP 

primer PCR on gDNA. The absence of ENZ ORF was confirmed by gDNA PCR using 

PRO-MHT 5' and PRO-MHT 3' primers. To express untagged addback, the ENZ ORF 

including stop codon was cloned into pLEWl00 plasmid carrying phleomycin resistance. 

The resulting plasmid was Notl linearized, and transfectants were selected with 2.5 µg/ml 

phleomycin. Expression was induced with 4 µg/ml doxycycline. 

PRO-MHT construct was created by amplifying the PRO ORF using PRO-MHT 5' and 

PRO-MHT 3' primers and cloning into pLewl00 plasmid harboring a C-terminal Myc

His-TAP (MHT) at the HindIII/Xhol cut sites. Plasmid was linearized by Notl digestion 

and transfected into PF 29-13 strain. Transformants were selected with 1 µg/ml of 

puromycin, and clones were obtained by limiting dilution. 
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PRO-mNG-TY cell line was created by in situ addition of C-terminal Neon Green-Tyl 

(mNG) tag. Primers 7CTb927.10.3560F and 7CTb927.10.3560R were used to amplify the 

tag, including the resistance marker, from pPOTv6-mNG according to the published 

protocol (276). The PCR amplicons was purified and transfected, and transformants were 

selected with O.1 µg/ml of puromycin. Clones were obtained by dilution as recommended 

in published protocol (276). 

ENZ or PRO doxycycline inducible RNAi cell lines were generated as described in (195). 

Briefly, plasmids were linearized using the Notl restriction site and electroporated into PF 

cells. Transformants were selected with 2.5 µg/ml phleomycin and clones were obtained 

by limiting dilution. RN Ai was induced for four days with 4 µg/ml of doxycycline. 

ENZ and PRO antibodies (ABs) were generated against peptide 

CHVDFEGALQISHYDQFRLR or CIETKGTYNYQRY, respectively, by Bethyl 

Laboratories. MRB800 (Tb927.7.800) antibody was generated against MBP-tagged 

recombinant protein by Bethyl laboratories. p22 antibody and DRBD18 antibody was 

raised as previously described (62, 277). ZFP3 antibody was generated against peptide 

DSSQMQQVGHDVPPMA (Bethyl laboratories). NOPP44/46-1 peptide antibody was 

gifted by Dr. Noreen Williams (54), UMSBP antibody was donated by Dr. Joseph Shlomai 

(278), glycosomal aldolase antibody was a kind gift from Dr. Meredith Morris (279), Dr. 

Keith Matthews provided us with P AD2 antibody (20), and HSP70 antibody was a gift 

from Dr. Jay Bangs. ASYM24 (ADMA antibody) was purchased from EMD Millipore. 

MeR4 (MMA antibody) was purchased from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA, USA). TY 

antibody was purchased from UAB Hybridoma Facility, Birmingham, AL. 
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Growth curves were obtained by counting cumulative cell numbers every day. Doubling 

times were calculated using Prism software. Statistical analysis used 1-way ANOV A 

multiple comparisons. 

3.5.2 Western blotting and quantitative western blotting 

All western blotting was performed using nitrocellulose membranes, BioRad Trans-Blot® 

Turbo™, LiCor fluorescent secondary antibodies and LiCor Odyssey CLx imaging system. 

Blots were blocked for 20 min at RT and incubated 0/N at 4 °C with primary antibody. 

Blocking solution used corresponded with the solution used for primary antibody dilution. 

When the primary antibody was diluted in TBS-0.05% Tween (TBS-T) with milk, blocking 

was done using 5 % milk in TBS . ENZ antibody was used at 1: 1000 in Odyssey® Blocking 

Buffer (PBS). ASYM24 was used at 1:500 in Odyssey® Blocking Buffer (Casein). MeR4 

was diluted at 1:1000 in 2% milk in TBS-T . HSP70 antibody was used at 1:2000 in 2% 

milk in TBS-T. MRB800 antibody was used at 1: 1000 in 1 % milk. p22 antibody was used 

at 1 :5000 in 2% milk in TBS-T. ZFP3 antibody was used at 1: 1000 in 1 % milk in TBS-T. 

UMSBP antibody was used at 1:5000 in 3% milk TBS-T . NOPP44/46-1 antibody was used 

at 1 :5000 in 2% milk in TBS-T. Aldolase antibody was used at 1 :5000 in 2% milk in TES

T. 

To determine the linear range of antibody protein recognition, increasing amounts of cell 

lysate were loaded on the same gel as the sample that was to be quantified. Membranes 

were stained with whole-protein stain Revert (LiCor) and both antibody signal and Revert 

signal were quantified. The antibody signal and corresponding revert signal were graphed 

and trend lines were determined using the least squares method. The equation of the trend 

line was used to calculate expected signal for test samples based on their Revert signal. 
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The actual signal was divided by expected signal. Values were normalized to the WT 

sample average. Statistical significance was determined by Student's T-test. For mRNA 

bound proteome samples, three biological replicates of each WT and KO experiment were 

analyzed by western blot. Antibody signal was normalized to Revert signal and mean value 

was plotted. The signal quantification values corresponded to values within linear range 

determined in whole cell proteome verification. Statistical significance was determined by 

Student's T -test. 

3.5.3 Mouse infection assay 

For mouse infections, TbPRMTI ENZ knock-out (ENZ KO) or SM parental strain (WT) 

T. brucei were re-selected for one week in HMI-11 media supplemented with 5 µg/ml 

blasticidin and 50 ng/ml puromycin, followed by one week in media without antibiotics, 

and knock-out genotype was confirmed by gDNA PCR. For infection, parasite cultures 

were washed Ix and resuspended in sterile IX PBS at a concentration of 5 x 105 cells/ml 

(inoculum volume of 200 µ1). Fourteen female CD-I mice (10-12 weeks; Charles River) 

were infected by intraperitoneal injection with 1 x 105 bloodstream form T. brucei 

parasites, halfwere TbPRMTI ENZ knock-out (ENZ KO; n=7) or SM parental strain (WT; 

n=7). Course of infection was monitored and time to death was recorded. Parasitemia was 

monitored periodically by microscopic examination ofblood smears from tail blood. Mice 

were monitored daily for general appearance, behavior, and weight loss. Ifa mouse reached 

a humane endpoint (parasitemia 2: 108
, >20% weight loss, or obvious distress), then the 

mouse was euthanized and time of death marked as the following day. Significance of 

difference in average time-to-death between mice infected with ENZ KO and parental WT 

control was assessed by one-tailed Student's t-test. Experiments were carried out in 
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accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC) of Clemson University. 

3.5.4 Whole cell quantitative proteomics and mRNA bound proteome purification 

To quantify proteins present in WT and ENZ KO cell line, WT and ENZ KO cell lines 

were harvested at a cell density <106 cells/ml. Five replicates for each cell line were washed 

3x with PBS-6 mM glucose (PBS-G) and pelleted. Pellets containing ~4x106 cells were 

analyzed by quantitative mass spectrometry as described below. 

To identify mRNA bound proteins in BF T. brucei, lx109 WT or ENZ KO cells were 

harvested. Cells were washed with PBS-G, re-suspended in 4 ml PBS-G, divided onto four 

wells of 24-well culture plate, placed 2 cm from the UV bulbs and cross-linked at 200 mJ 

using UV Stratalinker 2400 (Stratagene). Cells were pelleted and flash-frozen. Each pellet 

containing 5x108 cells was re-suspended in 1.5 ml lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 

500 mM LiCl, 0.5% LiDS, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM DTT, cOmplete™ Protease Inhibitor 

Cocktail Tablet (Roche) 1 tablet/ 200 ml) and homogenized by passing through 27-gauge 

needle ten times. Five hundred µ1 of oligo-dT magnetic beads (NEB) was added and 

incubated with the lysate for 1 hour at 4°C while rocking. Lysate was saved, beads were 

washed 3x with lysis buffer, 3x with wash buffer (20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 140 mM LiCl, 1 

mM EDTA, 0.5% NP40, 0.5 mM DTT) and lx with 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). Samples 

were eluted in 30 µ110 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) by heating to 80°C for 2 min. Beads were 

added back to lysate and whole procedure was repeated two times. Elutions were pooled 

for total ofl 80 µ1/1x10 9 starting cell amount. Samples were analyzed by mass spectrometry 

as described below. To confirm the results by WB, quarter scale experiment was repeated 

in triplicate. 
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To confirm PRO in vivo mRNA association, PF PRO-MHT cells were induced for 4 days 

with 4 µg/ml of doxycycline. Cells (9x 109
) were harvested, re-suspended in 16 ml PBS-G 

and half were UV cross-linked (7 x 200 mJ, 6-well plate, 2.75 ml/well, 3 cm from lamp). 

Cells were pelleted and flash frozen. Each pellet of 4.5x109 cells was re-suspended in 2.5 

ml lysis buffer (see above). Lysate passed 15x through 26-gauge needle and spud down at 

700 x g for 3 min to clear. Fifty µ1 of oligo-dT magnetic beads (NEB) were added, and 

samples were incubated and washed as described above. Twenty-five µ1 of 10 mM Tris

HCl (pH 7.5) was used for each elution for total of75 µI/sample. Four µg RNAse A/ sample 

was added, and reactions were incubated for 30 min at 37°C before running on SDS

PPAGE. 

3.5.5 PRO complex affinity purification 

The PRO-MHT cell line was either left uninduced or induced for 2 days with 4 µg/ml 

doxycycline. Cells (lxl010
) were harvested and resuspended in 9 ml IPP150 buffer (10 mM 

Tris (pH 8), 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 % NP40) containing lmM PMSF, 1 tablet/100 ml 

cOmplete™ Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablet (Roche), 4 tablet/100 ml PhosSTOP™ 

phosphatase inhibitors (Roche) and 2 mM activated Na3VO4. Cells were lysed by 1 % 

Triton-X for 20 min on ice. Lysate was cleared by centrifugation and incubated with 200 

µ1 oflgG Sepharose 6 Fast Flow affinity resin (GE Healthcare) for 2.5 hours at 4°C. Beads 

were washed with IPP150 buffer and TEVCB buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM 

NaCl, 0.1 % NP40, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT). 1 ml TEVCB buffer and 10 µ1 of AcTEV 

protease (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to beads and incubated for 1 hour at 28°C 

and then at 4°C O/N. TEV elution was collected and analyzed by LC-MS/MS as described 

below. GO term analysis was performed using the TriTryp database. Values depicted are 
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p-values adjusted by Bonferroni correction. Overlap with the stress granule proteome was 

determined as follows. Population size was set to the number of all proteins identified in 

Fritz et al. (223). Sample size was set to a cross of proteins identified in our PRO 

purification and proteins identified in Fritz et. al. p-hyper R function was used to determine 

p-value of overlap between proteins overrepresented in stress granules and PRO 

purification. 

3.5.6 Protein Extraction and Precipitation/ On-Pellet Digestion 

T. brucei cell pellets were lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-formic acid, 150 mM 

NaCl, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1 % SDS, 2% NP-40, pH 8.0) with protease inhibitor 

(Complete, Mini, EDT A-free; Roche, Mannheim, Germany). The cell lysate was sonicated 

on ice for brief intervals (Qsonica, Newtown, CT, USA) and centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 

30 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was transferred and the protein concentration was 

determined by the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, 

CA). Samples containing 100 µg protein were reduced by the addition of 5 mM 

dithiothreitol (DTT) for 30 minutes, followed by alkylation using 40 mM iodoacetamide 

(1AM) for 30 minutes at 37 °C in darkness. The protein mixture was precipitated by 

stepwise addition of 5 volumes of cold acetone with continuous vortex and then incubated 

at -20°C overnight. Centrifugation at 18,000 g for 30 min at 4 °C was performed. The 

pellets were washed using an 85/15% (v/v) chilled acetone/water solution, and then 

partially air-dried. The pellets were resuspended with 100 µ1 Tris-formic acid buffer (50 

mM Tris, pH 8.5) and digested using trypsin at a 1:20 (w/w) enzyme/substrate ratio. The 

mixture was incubated at 37 °C overnight with constant mixing at 200 RPM. A 1 % (v/v) 
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final concentration of formic acid was added to terminate digestion. For co-IP eluates, the 

same precipitation/on-pellet digestion method was used. 

3.5.7 Nano-LC-MS/MS analysis 

A Thermo Scientific UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano system and an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos 

mass spectrometry (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA) were employed. The mobile 

phase A contains 2% acetonitrile in 0.1 % formic acid and mobile phase B contains 88% 

acetonitrile in in 0.1 % formic acid. The nano-LC column was heated at 52°C. Four µL of 

digested mixtures were loaded onto a large-ID trap (300 µm ID x0.5 cm, packed with 

Zorbax 3-µm C18 material) with 1 % Bat a flow rate of 10 µL/min for 3 min. The trapped 

peptides were then back-flushed onto the nano-LC column (75 µm ID x 60 cm, packed 

with Waters XSelect CSH 2.5-µm C18 material) at a flow rate of 250 nl/min. A 180-min 

gradient was used and the optimized gradient profile was as following: 4% over 3 min; 4 

to 11 % over 5 min; 11 to 28% over 117 min; 28 to 50% over 10 min; 50 to 97% over 1 min 

and isocratic for 17min; and finally isocratic at 4% of B for 27 min. 

Mass spectrometry data was acquired under data-dependent product ion scan mode with a 

cycle time of 3s. One scan cycle included a survey scan (m/z 400-1500) at a resolution of 

120,000 with an AGC target of 5xl05 and a maximum injection time of 50 ms. MS2 was 

performed by isolation at 1.2 Th with the quadrupole for high energy collision dissociation 

(HCD) fragmentation and detected by Orbitrap at a resolution of 15,000 with an AGC 

target of5 xl04. The maximum injection time was 50 ms, the normalized activation energy 

was 30% with a 5% of stepped collision energy, and the activation q was 0.25. Dynamic 

exclusion was enabled with repeat count of 1 and exclusion duration of 45 s. 
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3.5.8 Protein identification and quantification 

The mass spectrometry raw files were searched against the T. brucei protein database 

(released on March, 2017 at www.TriTrypDB.org) with a total of 11 ,202 protein entries 

using the Proteome Discoverer vl.4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The search parameters 

were set as follows : 10 ppm tolerance for precursor ion mass and 0.02 Da for fragment ion 

mass with fully tryptic peptides restraint and a maximum of two missed cleavages. Static 

carbamidomethylation of cysteine and dynamic oxidation of methionine, phosphorylation 

of serine, tyrosine and threonine, mono/di/tri-methylation of lysine and arginine, and n

terminal acetylation were used. The false discovery rate was detected by using a target

decoy search strategy. Scaffold 4.5 (Proteome Software, Portland, OR) was used to validate 

MS/MS-based peptide and protein identification. The false discovery rates of 0.1 % at 

peptide level and 1 % at protein level were applied in this study. An ion current-based 

quantification method (IonStar processing pipeline) was described previously (280, 281). 

The quantitative frames were determined based on m/z (width: 5 ppm) and retention time 

(width: 1 min). Peptides or frames shared among different protein groups were excluded 

from quantitative analysis. The ion current intensities of each protein were normalized by 

the LOESS method. Intensities for frames with the same sequence were combined to be 

the unique peptide intensity. Then intensities for unique peptides of the same protein were 

further combined to be the protein intensity with Grubbs ' test ( a minimum dataset presence 

2 and p-value cutoff of 0.01). The relative expression ratio was calculated by the average 

ion-current intensities of five replicates in each group. Statistical significance between 

groups was evaluated using a Student's t-test. Thresholds of 1.5-fold change and a p-value 

cutoff of 0.05 were used to define the altered proteins. 
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3.5.9 Immunolocalization and Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization 

To determine subcellular localization of TbPRMTl and NOPP44/46-1 , PRO-nGreen-TY 

cells or BF single marker cells were fixed in 2-4% formaldehyde in PBS, permeabilized 

(0.5% NP40, PBS), blocked (PBS, 10% NRS, 0.1 % NP40), and incubated with 1:500 a

TY antibody or 1 :2000 a-NOPP44/46-1 in block solution for 1 hour. Samples were washed 

3x (1 % NRS, PBS), incubated with either 1 :400 Alexa 488 goat anti-mouse (Invitrogen) 

or Alexa Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit (Invitrogen) for 30 min, washed 3x (1 % NRS, PBS), 

and mounted using ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Invitrogen). Images 

were collected as described previously (282). Image Z stacks (0.2 µm Z-increment) were 

collected with capture times from 50 to 500 milliseconds (l00x PlanApo, oil immersion, 

1.46 na) on a Zeiss Axioimager M2 stand equipped with a rear-mounted excitation filter 

wheel, a DAPI/FITC/Texas Red emission cube, differential interference contrast optics, 

and an Orea ER CCD camera (Hamamatsu). All images were collected with Volocity 6.1 

Acquisition Module (Improvision Inc.), and individual Z stacks were deconvolved by a 

constrained iterative algorithm, pseudocolored if needed, and merged using Volocity 6.1 

Restoration Module. All images presented are summed stack projections of merged 

channels. 

To visualize mRNA in TbPRMTl ENZ RNAi cell line, knock-down was induced for three 

days by addition of 4µg/ml of doxycycline. Cells were pelleted to normalize the 

concentration and transferred to either media or PBS. Cells were incubated for two hours 

at 27°C, fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS, and adhered to poly-lysine coated slides. Cells 

were incubated with 25 mM NH4Cl and permeabilized and blocked by incubation with 

0.5% saponin and 2% BSA. Cells were then incubated with pre-hyb solution (2% BSA, 
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5xDenhard's solution, 4xSSC, 5% Dextran sulfate, 35% deionized formamide, 0.5 µg/µ1 

Torula yeast RNA, 10 U/ml RNAse inhibitor) and incubated with oligo d(T) probe fused 

to Alexa fluor 488 in pre-hyb solution 0/N. Slides were washed, and images were acquired 

as described above. Cells were classified as normal, intermediate or granule-containing. 

300 - 500 cells were counted in each biological replicate. P-values were calculated using 

Chi-Square Test. 

3.5.10 Recombinant protein expression, in vitro RNA binding, competition and 

EMSA 

Recombinant proteins were generated as described in (126, 189, 245). To determine in 

vitro RNA binding properties, primers "All pBSC" and "pBSC-A20" were used to amplify 

a 102 nt fragment ofpBluescript SK- plasmid. The PCR was used as a template to generate 

32P UTP (800 Ci/mmol) bodylabeled RNA using the MAXIscript™ T7 Transcription Kit 

(Invitrogen). RNA was gel purified and incubated with recombinant proteins in the 

following 20 µ1 reaction: 0.5 nM RNA, 0.75 µM protein dimers, 4.5 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 

1.6 mM MgCh, 0.375 mM DTT, 1.13 mM ATP, 3.75 mM creatine phosphate, 75 µM 

EDTA, 7.5 µg/ml Torula yeast RNA, 4.5% glycerol, 0.5 µ1 RNAse inhibitor. Complexes 

were UV crosslinked (10 min, 3 cm from lamp, UV Stratalinker 2400), treated with 30 µg 

RN Ase A for 15 min at 3 7°C, resolved on SDS-PAGE, Coomassie stained, gels were dried, 

and signal was visualized using a phosphorimager screen. To determine affinity for 

polynucleotides, pBluescript was linearized with Hind III and used as a template in a 

MAXIscript™ T7 Transcription Kit reaction containing 32P UTP (800 Ci/mmol). The 

resulting 4 7 nt product was gel purified and reactions were setup as above. In addition, 

each reaction contained indicated mass excess of polynucleotides (Sigma). To determine 
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TbPRMTl preference for RNA/DNA, unlabeled RNA was synthesized using Hindlll 

linearized pBluescript plasmid in a MEGAscript T7 Transcription Kit (Invitrogen). A DNA 

oligonucleotide ofcorresponding sequence was purchased (Invitrogen). Reactions were set 

up and treated as above, except the protein was present in 7 5 nM concentration. Competitor 

was present in mass excess as indicated. To perform EMSA, pBluescript plasmid was 

linearized with Hindlll and 47 nt RNA was transcribed using MAXIscript™ T7 

Transcription Kit reaction containing 32P UTP (800 Ci/mmol) . RNA was gel purified and 

incubated with recombinant protein in a following reaction: 2.1 mM MgCb, 0.5 mM DTT, 

0.1 mM EDTA, 6% glycerol, 0.01 % NP-40, 0.1 mg/ml Torula yeast RNA, 5 µg/ml heparin, 

500 pM labelled RNA, indicated molar amount of PRMT dimers . Reactions were resolved 

on native PAGE, gels were dried and exposed to phosphorimager screen. 

3.5.11 Whole cell nascent protein [35S]Met labelling 

To assay translation efficiency changes between WT and ENZ KO BF cell lines, 5x106 

cells were harvested, washed with PBS-G, re-suspended in media lacking methionine and 

incubated at 37°C for 15 min. Five µ1 of [35S]Met (10.2 mCi/ml, Perkin Elmer)/ sample 

was added and incubated for 1 hour at 37°C. Cells were washed with PBS-G, re-suspended 

in 30 µl lx SDS loading dye and proteins were separated on SDS PAGE. Coomassie stained 

gels were dried and imaged by phophorimaging. 
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Table 3.1 Metabolism-related proteins that were identified by mass spectrometry as changing 
their abundance in ENZ KO cell line. Bold = abundance difference > 1. 5x 

Gene ID Product name KO/WT p-value 

Praline metabolism 

Tb927.10.13120 TbMCP14 mitochondrial praline transporter 2.13 4.25E-02 

Tb927.7.210 Praline dehydrogenase 1.95 1.01 E-05 

Tb927.9.5900 glutamate dehydrogenase 1.77 3.93E-04 

Tb927. 11 . 9980 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1 component 1.58 1.96E-03 

Tb927. 11 .11680 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E2 component 1.48 2.83E-04 

Tb927.11.1450 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1 component 1.44 1.51 E-02 

Tb927.10.3210 delta-1-pyrrol i ne-5-carboxyl ate dehyd rogenase 1.28 3.74E-04 

Tb927.3.2230 succinyl-CoA synthetase 1.11 2.63E-02 

Glucose metabolism 

Tb927.10.2020 Hexokinase 0.43 7.63E-03 

Tb927.10.2010 Hexokinase 0.77 6.29E-05 

Tb927.1.3830 Glucose-6-phosphate isomerase 0.58 9.28E-05 

Tb927. 1.700 Phosphoglycerate kinase 0.76 1.06E-04 

Tb927.6.4280 Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 0.82 4.61 E-04 

Tb927.1.3950 alanine aminotransferase 0.62 4.38E-03 

TCA cycle and respiration 

Tb927. 11 . 9980 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1 component 1.58 1.96E-03 

Tb927. 11 .11680 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E2 component 1.48 2.83E-04 

Tb927.11.1450 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase E1 component 1.44 1.51 E-02 

Tb927.10.13430 citrate synthase 10.90 1.18E-02 

Tb927.10.14000 aconitase 1.87 1.39E-03 

Tb927.9.5960 Succinate DH - Complex II 1.85 1.55E-02 

Tb927.8.3380 Succinate DH - Complex II 1.88 2.63E-03 

Tb927.2.4700 Succinate DH - Complex II 1.52 1.67E-02 

Tb927.8.5640 Succinate DH - Complex II 1.44 7.75E-04 

Tb927.10.3040 Succinate DH - Complex II 1.94 2.09E-02 

Tb927.10.12540 Complex I Subunit 2.76 l.78E-02 

Tb927 .10.13620 Complex I Subunit 0.39 6.SlE-03 

Tb927.7.6350 Complex I Subunit 5.10 7.17E-03 

Tb927.ll.15820 Complex I Subunit 1.95 l.26E-02 

Tb927.ll.6980 Complex I Subunit 0.40 l.91E-04 

Tb927.l.4100 Complex II Subunit 1.69 6.97E-03 

Tb927.9.14200 Complex II Subunit 2.86 3.61E-02 

Tb927.l0.l80 Complex V Subunit 1.28 1.45E-05 

Tb927.10.5050 Complex V Subunit 1.50 3.SSE-02 

Tb927.ll.1270 Complex V Subunit 1.19 3.26E-02 

Tb927.ll.6250 Complex V Subunit 1.33 5.36E-03 

Tb927.2.3610 Complex V Subunit 1.98 2.38E-02 
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Tb927.3 . l380 Complex V Subunit 

Tb927.3.1690 Complex V Subunit 

Tb927.3.2880 Complex V Subunit 

Tb927.5.2930 Complex V Subunit 

Tb927.6.4990 Complex V Subunit 

Tb927.7.7420 Complex V Subunit 

Other metabolism related genes 
Tb927.7.3360 farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase 

Tbll.vS.0178 glutamine synthetase 

Tb927.8.6170 transketolase 

Tb927.3.4850 mitochondrial enoyl-CoA hydratase 

Tb927.l0.3100 glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase 

Tb927.9.4l90 fatty acyl CoA synthetase 1 

Tb927.9.4200 fatty acyl CoA synthetase 2 

Tb927.9.4210 fatty acyl CoA synthetase 3 

Tb927 .10.14170 aquaglyceroporin 2 

Tb927.9.6350 inositol monophosphatase 
N-acetylglucosamyl transferase component 

Tb927.3.4570 GPll 

Tb927.l0.4780 GPI inositol deacylase 

Tb927.3.2610 GPI inositol deacylase 2 

Tb927.8.6390 lysophospholipase 

Tb927.10.6440 phosphomannomutase 

1.26 l.21E-04 

0.71 9.32E-04 

0.76 l.34E-02 

0.90 2.26E-03 

1.30 7.90E-03 

1.30 1.49E-02 

4.71 6.95E-03 

4.59 7.32E-04 

2.67 2.71E-04 

2.37 l.35E-02 

1.70E-06 6.77E-03 

0.60 7.82E-06 

0.63 2.70E-06 

0.39 4.38E-04 

0.46 l.59E-05 

S.72E-04 3.58E-02 

0.01 3.94E-02 

0.22 4.07E-02 

0.32 l.87E-04 

0.62 2.52E-02 

0.67 3.67E-02 
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Table 3.2 Proteins changing their mRNA association in ENZ KO cells. 

KO/ 
Protein ID WT 

Tb927 .10.5620 6.0 

Tb927.10.4430 2.0 

Tb927.9.10400 1.8 

Tb927.10.10280 1.7 

Tb927 .9.4080 0.6 

Tb927 .6.5010 0.6 

Tb927.9.12360 0.6 

Tb927.11.10810 0.5 

Tb927.9.15290 0.6 

Tb927 .8.710 0.7 

Tb927.10.7310 0.1 

Tb927 .8.750 0.6 

Tb927 .8.760 0.4 

Tb927.11.4380 0.4 

Tb927 .8.4500 0.5 

Tb927.11.14590 0.4 

Bound to 
mRNA 

p-
value 

6.E-04 

3.E-02 

2.E-02 

1.E-02 

5.E-03 

8.E-03 

3.E-03 

2.E-03 

3.E-03 

1.E-02 

2.E-04 

1.E-02 

8.E-03 

4.E-02 

1.E-03 

4.E-04 

Whole cell 
amount 

KO/W 
T 

1.00 

N/A 

0.92 

1.22 

1.13 

0.50 

0.58 

N/A 

0.25 

0.01 

0.39 

1.90 

1.12 

0.09 

0.36 

0.37 

p-
value 

0.84 

N/A 

0.11 

1.E-02 

0.16 

0.15 

6.E-03 

N/A 

0.42 

0.14 

0.59 

6.E-09 

0.41 

0.15 

0.15 

0.16 

Lueong 
et.al, 
FDR 

0.18 

3.3E-03 

8.1 E-03 

4.4E-02 

2.5E-03 

5.3E-03 

6.3E-03 

8.7E-03 

1.0E-02 

2.3E-02 

2.7E-02 

3.3E-02 

5.0E-02 

N/A 

3.2E-04 

1.2E-02 

Product descri lion 

fructose-bisphosphate aldolase, glycosomal 

PUF1 , post-transcriptional repressor 

Nucleolar protein of unknown function 

TbBBP268 

Stumpy formation signaling pathway protein HYP2, 
post-transcriptional activator 

Putative nuclear protein , post-transcriptional repressor 

RBP35, post-transcriptional repressor 

PUF11 

CHAT domain containing protein, putative 

DRBD17 

terminal uridylyltransferase 3 

NOPP44/46-2 

NOPP44/46-1 

ATP-dependent RNA helicase, putative 

elF4G5, post-transcriptional activator 

elF4G5 interacting protein 
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Table 3.3 Stress-granule enriched RNA binding proteins present in PRO-MHTpurification. 

Number of peptides 
identified 

Protein ID Ree1 Ree2 

Tb927.10.3560 501 622 

Tb927.1.4690 216 274 

Tb927.9.12510 20 35 

Tb927.11 .550 20 31 

Tb927 .10 .2370 19 15 

Tb927.4 .2040 15 15 

Tb927.9.13990 14 17 

Tb927.11 .14220 12 17 

Tb927 .10 .6060 11 9 

Tb927.11 .2250 6 24 

Tb927 .10 .6050 6 16 

Tb927.10.11760 5 8 

Tb927 .7.4900 4 7 

Tb927 .6.640 4 6 

Tb927 .8.990 3 8 

Tb927.10.14950 3 7 

Tb927.6.1870 3 5 

Tb927.4.410 2 5 

Tb927.8.1500 2 3 

Ne9. ctrl 

5 

8 

3 

Product name mR 

PRO 

ENZ 

ADMA/DMA/MM 
ATP-dependent DEAD/HRNA helicase A 

hypothetical protein SCD6.10 

Lupus La protein homolog 

DNA/RNA-binding protein Alba 3 DMA/MMA 

RNA-binding protein, putative 

hypothetical protein , conserved 

universal minicircle sequence binding protein 2 

conserved protein , unknown function ADMA 

clathrin heavy chain 

pumilio/PUF RNA binding protein 6 ADMA 

5'-3' exoribonuclease A SDMA/MMA 

ApaH-like phosphatase ALPH1 

RNA-binding protein 33 ADMA/SDMA 
Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 
40 

Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-4 

CAF40 

hypothetical protein , conserved 
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Figure 3.1 TbPRMTJ contributes to T. brucei virulence. A, left) Schematic representation of the 
knock-out (KO) strategy. Arrows indicate primer placement. A, right) KO confirmation by PCR of 
genomic DNA from two different clones. B) Growth of WT and ENZ KO cell lines in culture. 
Cumulative cell density over time was plotted. Each point represents mean ofbiological triplicates. 
Error bars indicate standard deviation. C) Doubling time of WT, ENZ KO and ENZ KO+ AB (add 
back) cells either uninduced (dox-) or induced for expression of exogenous ENZ (dox+) was 
calculated. Mean (n=3) is plotted. Error bars show standard deviation. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.005, *** 
p < 0.0005. D) Western blots in which the indicated antibodies were used to assay levels of 
endogenous and exogenous ENZ and visualize the methyl landscape of indicated cell lines.* marks 
a non-specific band recognized by the anti-ENZ antibody. HSP70 is a load control. E) Virulence 
assay. Mice were infected with the WT or ENZ KO strain. Time of death post-infection is plotted. 
F) PRO-NeonGreen-TY immunolocalization. TY antibody signal shows localization ofTbPRMT 1. 
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Figure 3.2 TbPRMTI knock-out leads to metabolic reprogramming. A) Western blot confirmation 
of changes in protein levels detected by quantitative mass spectrometry. A, top) Representative 
western blot of indicated proteins. Load control - whole protein Revert staining. A, bottom) 
Quantification of protein levels. Equation of trend line describing expected antibody signal per 
Revert signal in WT cells was obtained (Fig. S1). Expected antibody signal for each experimental 
sample was calculated using Revert signal. Shown is the mean of two biological and two technical 
replicates of actual/expected signal, with error bars denoting standard deviation. P-values were 
calculated using two-tailed t-test. ** p < 0.005. *** p < 0.0005. BJ Schematic representation of 
metabolic changes in ENZ KO cells. Green - pathway upregulated in ENZ KO. Red - pathways 
downregulated in ENZ KO. Red crosses indicate positions ofmajor blocks in the pathways. Dashed 
green circle indicates upregulated membrane transporter. CS, citrate synthase; 2-Ket, a
ketoglutarate; GLU, glutamic acid, GLN, glutamine. C) Western blot of WT, ENZ KO and 
procyclic form strain 29-13 (PF) cells using an antibody that recognizes PAD2. Arrow indicates 
PAD2 signal. Load control - whole protein Revert staining. 
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Figure 3.3 Confirmation ofmRNA bound proteome changes. A) Western blot confirmation of 
mRNA bound protein levels. A, top) Representative western blot of indicated proteins. Load ctrl -
whole protein Revert staining. A, bottom) Quantification of protein levels. Antibody signals were 
normalized to Revert and to the mean signal of the WT sample. Mean of biological triplicates is 
plotted with error bars denoting standard deviation. p-values calculated using two-tailed t-test. ** 
p < 0.005. BJ [35S] methionine labelling of nascent proteins. Labeled cells were lysed and proteins 
were separated on SDS-PAGE. Coomassie - protein load, Radiograph - nascent protein signal. * 
indicates proteins that changed expression. C) Immunolocalization ofNOPP44/46- l by 
immunofluorescence with a NOPP44/46- l specific antibody. Large panel shows merged DAPI 
and NOPP44/46- l signal. 
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Figure 3.4 Proteins identified in PRO-MHT purification. A) GO term enrichment was acquired 
from TriTrypdb.org. P-values are Bonferroni corrected. B) Venn diagram of proteins present in 
PRO purification and proteins overrepresented in stress granules. P - value calculated using R p
hyper function. 
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Figure 3.5 TbPRMTJ is necessary for mRNA migration to starvation stress granules. mRNA was 
visualized by oligo(dT) FISH in the PF ENZ RNAi cell line. Uninduced cells (dox-) or RNAi 
induced cells ( dox+) were either cultured in media (normal) or nutritionally starved (Stress). mRNA 
was visualized by FISH and cells were divided into normal (N), intermediate (I) or granules (G) 
categories (for examples see bottom panel). Means of two biological replicates of 300-500 cells 
each were plotted, and p-values were calculated using the chi-square test. *** p < 0.0005. Error 
bars show the range of values from each experiment. 
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Figure 3.6 TbPRMTJ binds mRNA in vivo. mRNA was purified from PF cells expressing PRO
MHT, which were either left untreated (UV X-link -) or UV crosslinked (UV X-link +) prior to 
lysis. Western blot was used to detect the indicated proteins in input (IN), oligo(dT) bead flow
through (FT) and oligo(dT) bead elution (EL). Percentages loaded are indicated. Positive control, 
DRBD18; negative control, p22. Arrows indicate migration of target proteins. 
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Figure 3.7 TbPRMTJ binds mRNA in vitro. A) P32 body-labeled pBSC SK- RNA was cross-linked 
to equimolar amounts of the indicated recombinant proteins. PRMT molarity was calculated per 
dimer. Reactions were treated with RNase A and resolved on SDS-PAGE. The dried, Coomassie 
stained gel was exposed to phosphorimager screen (Radiograph) . Positive control, MBP
MRB8180; negative control, His-p22. B) P32 body-labelled pBSC SK- RNA was incubated with 
increasing amounts ofrecombinant TbPRMTl or PRO. Reactions were resolved on native PAGE, 
and the dried gel was visualized by phosphorimager screen exposure.# free RNA,* PRMT/RNA 
complex, - possible PRMT/RNA aggregate. C) UV cross-linking assay performed as in (A) in the 
presence of unlabeled oligo(N) competitor. D) UV cross-linking assay performed as in (A) in the 
presence of unlabeled RNA/DNA competitor. E) UV cross-linking assay performed as in (A) 
utilizing a battery of TbPRMTl mutants. Table in (E, bottom) describes the mutations. P or E in 
the superscript designates whether the mutation was in the PRO or ENZ subunit. 
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Figure 3.S1 Determination ofantibody linear range. Increasing amounts ofBF T brucei cell lysate 
were probed with indicated antibodies. Signal of both antibody and Revert (LC) were normalized 
to the signal in the first lane and plotted. Trend line was plotted and equation of the trend line was 
used to determine values in Fig. 3.2A. 
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The main tools utilized by T. brucei to regulate gene expression are those working at 

multiple posttranscriptional levels (26). RNA binding proteins and their regulation have 

been intensely studied in the past decade in the hope to discover general regulatory 

principles and new potential drug targets. The role of posttranslational modifications in 

regulating the RNA binding proteome has been investigated to a lesser degree. Arginine 

methylation is a prime candidate for regulating RNA binding proteins, since in both 

humans and T. brucei RNA binding proteins are disproportionally targeted by this 

modification (119, 182, 183). In our previous work, we learned that TbPRMTl is the major 

type I PRMT in T. brucei (184). Although important for ADMA formation in vivo , very 

little TbPRMTl activity was detected in in vitro assays (184). A possible explanation for 

this discrepancy was offered when we noticed that the protein stability of an enzyme we 

formerly called TbPRMTl is mutually dependent on other, previously uncharacterized 

PRMT homolog (195). In the second chapter of this thesis, I present data that elucidate the 

true nature of TbPRMTl. TbPRMTl is the first PRMT that functions as an obligate PRMT 

heteromer. It forms a complex comprised of a catalytically active subunit we termed ENZ 

and a catalytically inactive PRMT paralog termed PRO to adhere to enzyme-prozyme 

nomenclature that was previously established in T. brucei (205 , 207). 

Prozymes, not to be confused with proenzymes, were proposed to be a novel class of 

pseudoenzymes. Pseudoenzymes are catalytically inactive enzyme paralogs that can be 

found throughout eukaryotic kingdom and perform a variety of functions , often related to 

cell signaling (283). The reason for setting prozymes apart from other pseudoenzymes with 

activating function is the sheer magnitude of the activation we see, more than a thousand

fold, rendering the enzymatic subunit virtually useless without its interacting partner. To 
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date, the use of the term is strictly limited to T. brucei research, although an example of an 

enzyme with the same properties is the human Mettl3/Mettll 4 RNA methyltransferase that 

catalyzes N6-methyadenosine addition to mRNAs (224). Mettl3 is the catalytic subunit, 

while Mettl14 activates the complex by allosteric interaction and acts as a substrate 

recognition part of the complex. Interestingly, a structural study of TbPRMTI revealed that 

PRO is the substrate binding part of the TbPRMTI complex (Hashimoto, et al. , in 

preparation). It is quite clear that for the prozymes to be indispensable for the complex 

function, the enzymatic subunit has to be somehow compromised, despite keeping its 

catalytic core intact. The origin of these complexes in evolution is still enigmatic. One 

possible scenario is that at first, the prozymes were regular activators of an enzyme, which 

in tum mutated to lose some of its properties, making the prozyme indispensable. Another 

possibility could be that the loss of certain property in the enzyme was compensated by 

binding to its paralog, which in tum lost the catalytic function. It would be quite interesting 

to see whether phylogenetic analysis could shed some light on the sequence of incidents 

that gave rise to these unusual complexes. 

The importance of our TbPRMTI complex description lies not only in describing a unique 

PRMT organization and opening a window for future in vitro characterization of the 

trypanosome protein, but also in the information it provides to researchers interested in 

general PRMT mechanism of function. Due to the generally homodimeric structure of the 

human enzymes, the mechanism of interplay between the two subunits is difficult to study 

and to my knowledge, while the importance of the dimerization arm for catalytic activity 

has been demonstrated, no studies attempted to mutate specific residues in only one subunit 

of the homodimer (140). The TbPRMTI crystal structure shows the enzyme as a tetramer 
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in which two ENZ-PRO heterodimers, that resemble the canonical homodimer structure 

interacting via their dimerization arms, heteromerize through numerous van der Waals' 

interactions (Hashimoto, et al. , in preparation). Interestingly, both our biochemical and 

structural data show that the ENZ is the AdoMet binding subunit of the complex (245) 

(Hashimoto, et al. , in preparation). This, taken together with the role of PRO in substrate 

binding, suggests a mechanism whereby one subunit recruits the substrate while the other 

modifies it. The dogma in PRMT biology states that both subunits bind AdoMet during the 

methylation reaction and several studies showed a possibility for partially processive 

reaction adding both methylgroups to form ADMA without substrate release (173 , 284). In 

the case of TbPRMTl both dimers would have to act sequentially on the same substrate to 

achieve processivity. Majority of studies are in agreement that PRMTs function in a 

distributive manner, releasing the monomethylated product before re-binding to achieve 

dimethylation (170, 177, 285 , 286). This would suggest that other PRMTs could function 

in a similar fashion as TbPRMTl and that TbPRMTl could, therefore, be a valuable 

resource for outlining general PRMT mechanisms of action. Ultimately, to answer the 

question about TbPRMTl usefulness in this aspect, kinetic studies using various in vivo 

substrates would have to be done to determine whether TbPRMTl kinetics adhere to the 

same principles as other investigated PRMTs. Interestingly, our biochemical data suggest 

that tetramerization is necessary for TbPRMTl activity (Hashimoto, et al. , in preparation). 

The role of tetramerization in TbPRMTl activity was determined by mutagenesis of the 

tetramerization interface followed by in vitro methylation assays. Furthermore, it was 

established that heterotetramerization is necessary for substrate binding and that a single 

substrate molecule is bound to the tetramer at any given time (Hashimoto, et al. , in 
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preparation). It would be exciting to find out whether the two dimers cooperate to 

processively produce ADMA or whether the substrate is released after a single methylation 

round. Interestingly, human PRMT8 was proposed to function as a tetramer or even an 

octamer and possibly interact with human PRMTl , further strengthening the notion that 

kinetic studies using TbPRMTl could be answering much more than just questions about 

mode of action of an odd enzyme (138, 139, 163, 164). Therefore, studies proposed above 

would give us more insight into general PRMT mechanisms and perhaps guide design of 

drugs aimed at specifically inhibiting human PRMTs. 

In the third chapter, I presented data related to the biological relevance of TbPRMTl in T. 

brucei biology. I observed a decrease in virulence of parasites lacking TbPRMTl in an 

animal model. It is difficult to gauge the reasons behind this finding. We do observe a mild 

decrease in growth rate in culture, which could be caused by a general defect in cell cycle 

progression, although our attempt to quantify difference in cell cycle progression did not 

yield reproducible results ( data not shown). Whether the slower growth is responsible for 

the observed decrease in virulence, or whether more factors are in play, could possibly be 

distinguished by comparing the virulence of a TbPRMTl depleted cell line with the 

virulence of another cell line with a comparable growth defect in culture, where the 

mechanism causing decreased growth is purely cell cycle related. I would judge such an 

experiment to provide data of low importance that could not justify the cost of life of the 

animals involved, and therefore not worth pursuing. 

Chapter 3 also focuses on identifying RNA binding proteins that are regulated by 

TbPRMTl , since as mentioned above, RNA binding proteins are of the utmost importance 

to T. brucei protein expression regulation. We established a method that couples whole cell 
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quantitative proteome comparison between wild-type and TbPRMTl depleted cells with 

quantitative mass spectrometry comparison ofmRNA bound proteomes ofaforementioned 

cell lines. We decided to closely analyze the whole cell proteome differences to utilize the 

data we had on hand to their full potential. The data was compared to other proteome-wide 

studies, finding little similarity between our dataset and datasets describing protein changes 

during life cycle progression, proteins involved in purine stress response or phosphorylated 

proteins ( 50, 91 , 287). However, we noticed an unusually high number ofproteins involved 

in T. brucei energy metabolism. The downregulation of glycolytic enzyme expression and 

upregulation of expression of enzymes in the proline degradation pathway stood out as a 

crucial difference of possible importance, since BF trypanosomes rely almost exclusively 

on glycolysis for their energy needs while proline degradation is utilized in PF cells in the 

insect vector, where glucose is scarce (24, 249). As discussed in the third chapter of this 

document, the decrease in hexokinase 2 (TbHK2) and mild decrease in hexokinase I levels 

seemed particularly interesting. Hexokinase regulation in T. brucei is still somewhat 

shrouded in mystery, but definitely differs from other eukaryotic organisms. Therefore, 

hexokinase was extensively studied as a possible drug target (288). One methylation site 

was identified on TbHK2 in our proteome wide screen; however, from experience we know 

that typically many more sites are discovered with a more focused approach. In the future, 

the hexokinases should be precipitated and subjected to mass spectrometry to identify any 

additional methylation sites. Replacing endogenous genes with methylation deficient 

mutants and measuring glycolysis output should definitively answer the question whether 

arginine methylation plays a direct role in regulating these important enzymes, possibly 
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aiding future drug development, since inhibitors could be directly fitted to methylated 

forms if necessary. 

Several other proteome changes in TbPRMTI depleted cells merit a discussion. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the proline degradation pathway increase could be mediated 

through the action of DRBD3 that binds mRNAs of all the enzymes involved (289). 

Interestingly, DRBD3 has been previously implicated to play a role in T. brucei oxidative 

and starvation stress response (263). The stress-induced mRNA-containing granule 

formation is severely compromised in TbPRMTI depleted PF cells line. Together, these 

data hint at a possible connection between starvation management and metabolic 

adaptation regulation that happens during T. brucei life cycle progression. We also 

observed a rapid decrease in glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase, an enzyme important 

for glycerolipid synthesis. Furthermore, three out of four fatty acyl CoA synthetases are 

decreasing in abundance. As proposed before, fatty acids are one of the inhibitors of 

hexokinase activity and there could be a link between regulation of hexokinases and fatty 

acid synthesis pathway. Numerous genes involved in GPI anchor synthesis were also 

affected, although none, as far as we could tell, are essential for the process. Therefore, the 

significance of this observation is rather unclear. It is known that GPI anchors require 

extensive myristoylation and that in order to modify all the VSG molecules, BF 

trypanosomes not only scavenge myristate from the environment, but also utilize de nova 

myristate synthesis (290). Unfortunately, few enzymes putatively involved in myristate 

synthesis were identified in our mass spectrometry, therefore the question whether this 

process is affected would have to be addressed biochemically. However, fatty acyl CoA 

synthetases are involved in the activation of the myristate before it can be incorporated into 
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GPI anchors (290). This suggests possible dysregulation of this crucial process, and a 

possible defect in GPI synthesis in TbPRMTI depleted cells could be further investigated. 

With the available data it is difficult to distinguish primary effects of TbPRMTI depletion 

from secondary effects designed to compensate for dysregulation caused by TbPRMTI 

absence. In the third chapter, I proposed an approach that would specifically target key 

metabolic enzymes to determine whether they are directly regulated by TbPRMTl. 

Another, possibly complementary, approach would be to induce TbPRMTI RNAi and 

monitor the whole cell proteome changes over first four days post-induction. The rate at 

which TbPRMTl level decreases upon RNAi induction would have to be determined and 

time points for proteome measurement set up. I would propose to assay the proteome at 

time points where TbPRMTl level decreases to 50%, 75%, 100% and 24 hours after full 

TbPRMTI depletion was achieved. If we observe a rapid drop in protein level upon RNAi 

induction, the proteome would be assayed in 24 hour time points. It is quite reasonable to 

assume that proteins which are directly stabilized or destabilized by TbPRMTI mediated 

methylation would be amongst the first affected, although we could not rule out a 

possibility that an RNA binding protein or perhaps another protein involved in PTM 

generation could be affected and elicit a rapid response. It is likely that if the latter was the 

case, we would see a simultaneous regulation ofmultiple targets of the protein in question. 

These data would be most useful to begin untangling the regulatory networks of 

TbPRMTl-dependent metabolic adaptation. 

Next, we compared mRNA bound proteomes of wild type and TbPRMTI depleted cell 

lines in an attempt to identify proteins that significantly alter their mRNA association as a 

response to their methylation status. We identified three proteins that increased their 
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mRNA association and twelve proteins that decreased their mRNA association in the ENZ 

KO cells. In the previous chapter, I mentioned the change in mRNA association ofHYP2, 

a protein involved in T. brucei quorum sensing cascade. HYP2 mRNA targets are not 

known. However, from a large scale tethering screen we know that HYP2 increases 

expression of associated transcripts (251). HYP2 was also found associated with MKTl 

which interacts with a large number of RNA bound proteins and stabilizes bound RN As 

(61 ). HYP2 was not found methylated in our proteome-wide screen, but the sequence does 

contain a significant number of arginines in RG context. Therefore, this protein could be 

directly controlled by arginine methylation. 

NOPP44/46-1 , a protein involved in rRNA maturation, also changes its mRNA association. 

NOPP44/46-1 is heavily phosphorylated and can be dephosphorylated by TbPTPl , a 

protein-tyrosine phosphatase that controls T. brucei stumpy to procyclic form life cycle 

progression (55 , 56). Interestingly, TbPTPl engages in mutual regulation with TbPIP39 , 

another T. brucei phosphatase that localizes to glycosomes (291). TbPIP39 is about two

fold upregulated upon TbPRMTl depletion. Furthermore, TbPIP39-TbPTP1 interaction is 

promoted by presence of citrate, a molecule known to trigger T. brucei differentiation 

(292). In Chapter three, I show that citrate synthase levels are dramatically upregulated 

upon TbPRMTl depletion, hinting at a possible regulatory circuit at play. Considering the 

known role of NOPP44/46-1 in rRNA biogenesis, NOPP44/46-1 regulation by factors 

which control life cycle progression could mean that the ribosome biogenesis is 

differentially regulated during T. brucei life cycle. It is unlikely that rRNA maturation 

would be severely compromised in the TbPRMTl depleted cells, since we did not observe 

a difference in the translation rate in the ENZ KO cells. However, in the previous chapter 
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I observed NOPP44/46-1 and NOPP44/46-2 associating specifically with mRNA. It is 

known that NOPP44/46 is transported out of the nucleus via exportin 1 pathway in a 

P34/P37 dependent manner (54). It is possible that in addition to its role in ribosome 

biogenesis NOPP44/46 controls mRNA expression in the cytoplasm. Identifying 

transcripts that bind NOPP44/46 WT and, possibly, methylation resistant NOPP44/46 

mutants could then answer the question whether NOPP44/46 affects certain mRNAs and 

what is the role of arginine methylation in this process. 

It is quite clear that many changes we see in the TbPRMTI depleted cells including changes 

in HYP2 and NOPP44/46 mRNA association seem to point towards defects in life cycle 

progression regulation. I attempted to assay WT and ENZ KO cells for defects in 

differentiation by artificially inducing BF to PF transformation by temperature shift 

coupled with citrate/cis-aconitate addition (293) (data not shown). I did not observe any 

difference between the differentiation rates of the two cell lines. This, however, does not 

mean that TbPRMTI does not play a role in T. brucei life cycle progression. The cell line 

used to generate ENZ KO is a genetically tractable laboratory strain that lost the natural 

ability to form stumpy forms that are the natural intermediate between bloodstream and 

procyclic forms . Since both HYP2 and TbPTPI /TbPIP39 are involved in life cycle 

progression through the stumpy stage, it is quite possible that the artificial push from BF 

to PF induced as described above just skips the steps that require TbPRMTI regulation. 

Just recently, a genetically tractable polymorphic T. brucei strain became available in the 

United States. Using this strain to generate TbPRMTI RNAi cell line and observing the 

natural life cycle progression is instrumental to unequivocal determination of the role of 

TbPRMTI in this process. 
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In Chapter three, I also show that TbPRMTI depleted procyclic form cells are severely 

hindered in their ability to form mRNA containing cytoplasmic granules as a response to 

starvation stress. As discussed in previous chapter, this could be due to numerous factors 

including a defect in nutrient sensing or lack on methylation of one or more stress-related 

proteins. Interestingly, Alba3 and PUF6, both of which are overrepresented in starvation 

induced granules and play a role in T. brucei life cycle progression, were both found 

associated with TbPRMTI. Alba3 protein level fluctuates during life cycle. Also, Alba3 is 

essential for T. brucei life cycle progression in the tse-tse fly proventriculus and localizes 

to stress granules when the cells are starved ( 69). PUF6 function was studied in 

Trypanosoma cruzi, a close relative of T. brucei that causes Chagas disease. PUF6 was 

found associated with DHHl in a complex that promotes degradation oftarget RN As (294). 

Seven transcripts co-precipitate with PUF6 and out of these, six are developmentally 

regulated. Protein products of orthologous T. brucei genes do not change their abundance 

in our whole cell proteome. There are numerous possible interpretations of this result. First 

of all , PUF6 target mRNAs can differ between T. cruzi and T. brucei. Alternatively, PUF6 

targets could be different between the life cycle stages. PUF6 associated transcripts were 

identified in epimastigote T. cruzi stage, an analogous stage to T. brucei PF. Also, T. cruzi 

PUF6 co-localizes with DHHl only in epimastigotes, but not in the metacyclic stage (294). 

Another possibility is that under normal conditions PUF6 function is not compromised in 

TbPRMTI depleted cells and arginine methylation could be playing a role only during 

stress-inducing conditions. 

Several studies have shown an effect of arginine methylation on stress granule assembly 

or content in other organisms, indicating that the role ofarginine methylation in this process 
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is not unique to T. brucei (274, 295-297). An intriguing question is, whether the lack of 

stress granule formation in TbPRMTl deficient cells has any connection to the metabolic 

reprogramming phenotype we see in the BF cells. Simply the fact that the stress we utilized 

is a starvation stress and the changes we see are connected to energy metabolism hints at a 

possible connection. It would be interesting to see whether TbPRMTl influences stress 

granule formation under other conditions, such as oxidative or temperature stress. A failure 

to form granules under these conditions would rule out a nutrient sensing defect as a 

possible cause of the lack of cytoplasmic granule formation. This result would point 

towards a more general defect in stress granule formation, facilitated by a mechanism 

common to the tested conditions. One possible culprit might be methylation of the 

cytoskeleton. Disruption of the cytoskeleton was shown to lead either to complete loss of 

granules during stress or to delayed formation of smaller, less organized granules (298). In 

our proteome wide study, we identified methylation of several tubulins, although their 

methyl marks are mostly SDMA or MMA, making it unclear whether any possible effect 

could be directly TbPRMTl-mediated (182, 183). 

Lastly, we determined that TbPRMTl itself associates with mRNA in vivo and is able to 

bind nucleic acid in vitro. As mentioned in previous chapter, this finding could very well 

translate to the human cells, since PRMTl was found associated with mRNA in two 

independent proteome-wide studies (272, 273). We can speculate on the possible role of 

nucleic acid binding in TbPRMTl function. While unlikely, it is possible that TbPRMTl 

could perform dual function as arginine and RNA methyltransferase. A preliminary 

experiment utilizing total T. brucei RNA as a substrate in methylation reaction did not 

show any activity (data not shown). However, the kit that was used in the experiment does 
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not have great sensitivity and the free nucleotides generate a large amount of background. 

In order to investigate the possibility in greater detail, in vivo RNA/DNA targets of 

TbPRMTI would first have to be known. More likely, TbPRMTI utilizes RNA/DNA 

binding to properly position the nucleic acid bound substrate such as in the case of RNA 

binding SETI lysine methyltransferase (271). Another possibility could be that the nucleic 

acid binding function helps recruit TbPRMTI to the RNA binding proteins interacting with 

the RNA as opposed to proteins that are unbound. To investigate this possibility, we could 

measure TbPRMTI activity towards an RNA binding protein in complex with their target 

RNA as well as RNA binding deficient mutant of the same protein in the presence ofRNA. 

Our laboratory currently investigates the role of arginine methylation in the function of 

DRBD18 (62). Once the in vivo targets of DRBD18 are known, the rate of methylation 

towards this substrate in the absence or presence of RNA can be measured. 

In conclusion, this thesis presents data describing a Type I PRMT ofunusual structural and 

biochemical properties that influences T. brucei virulence, metabolism and stress response. 

We have identified numerous promising TbPRMTI targets and provided compelling 

preliminary data to open avenues for protein arginine methylation research in such distant 

fields as protein expression, metabolism regulation, stress response, and life cycle 

progression. 
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